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Abstract
Noise-induced stabilization occurs when an unstable deterministic system is stabilized by the addition of white noise. Proving that this phenomenon occurs for a
particular system is often manifested through the construction of a global Lyapunov
function. However, the procedure for constructing a Lyapunov function is often quite
ad hoc, involving much time and tedium. In this thesis, a systematic algorithm for
the construction of a global Lyapunov function for planar systems is presented. The
general methodology is to construct a sequence of local Lyapunov functions in different regions of the plane, where the regions are delineated by different behaviors
of the deterministic dynamics. A priming region, where the deterministic drift is
directed inward, is first identified where there is an obvious choice for a local Lyapunov function. This priming Lyapunov function is then propagated to the other
regions through a series of Poisson equations. The local Lyapunov functions are
lastly patched together to form one smooth global Lyapunov function.
The algorithm is applied to a model problem which displays finite time blow up
in the deterministic setting in order to prove that the system exhibits noise-induced
stabilization. Moreover, the Lyapunov function constructed is in fact what we define
to be a super Lyapunov function. We prove that the existence of a super Lyapunov
function, along with a minorization condition, implies that the corresponding system
converges to a unique invariant probability measure at an exponential rate that is
independent of the initial condition.
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Introduction
Stabilization by noise is an intriguing and surprising phenomenon. One would usually suspect that the addition of noise to an unstable system would further destabilize
it. However, for particular systems, the dynamics are such that the addition of noise
creates a stabilizing effect. In the classical example of the inverted pendulum, the
addition of noise opens up a small neighborhood of local stability around a deterministically unstable fixed point [2, 17]. The examples presented in this thesis are
of a markedly different nature, where instead of considering the stability of isolated
fixed points, the global stability of the system is the primary focus. There are many
different notions of stability in the literature; hence, the definition of stability used
in this thesis will be made precise in Section 1.2. All of the deterministic systems
considered in this thesis are defined as solutions to two-dimensional systems of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) and the noise is modeled as classical white noise;
the precise mathematical setting will be further described in Section 1.1.
In [31], Scheutzow was the first to define a specific example of a two-dimensional
unstable deterministic system and prove that it is stabilized by the addition of additive white noise. However, the dynamics of his deterministic system are quite
complicated. In two recent works [10, 16], more straightforward examples of systems
which exhibit the noise-induced stabilization phenomenon are presented. In all three
papers, the approach to proving stabilization is to build a global Lyapunov function.
The global Lyapunov function is constructed by patching together functions which

1

are locally Lyapunov in a collection of regions whose union covers all of the possible routes to infinity. However, the local constructions have mainly the flavor of
“guess-and-check,” with some information of the presumed overall structure of the
transport in phase space.
One of the main contributions of this thesis is a systematic algorithm for the construction of a global Lyapunov function in order to prove noise-induced stabilization.
This algorithm was first presented in the joint paper with Jonathan Mattingly and
Avanti Athreya [3], and this paper is closely related to much of the content of this
thesis. The systematic algorithm is highly advantageous because it greatly reduces
the amount of time and tedium that is often required to construct a Lyapunov function. Moreover, we define a particular type of Lyapunov function, which we call a
super Lyapunov function, and we show that its existence implies a strong form of
convergence to stationarity. What follows is a brief outline of the remainder of this
thesis.
In chapter 1, background information on noise-induced stabilization is presented,
including precise descriptions of the mathematical setting under consideration and
the notion of stability used throughout the thesis. We also give an overview of the
theory of Lyapunov functions, which can be used to prove stabilization. In chapter
2, we describe in detail the systematic algorithm for the construction of a global
Lyapunov function, while in chapter 3 we prove key consequences of super Lyapunov
functions. In particular, we show that the existence of a super Lyapunov function,
along with a minorization condition, implies that the system converges to a unique
invariant probability measure at a uniform, exponential rate.
In chapter 4, we apply the systematic algorithm to a model problem and show
that the global Lyapunov function constructed is in fact super Lyapunov. The model
problem has the property that in the deterministic setting, the process blows up in
finite time for certain initial conditions. However, the region of instability is isolated,
2

and thus, the addition of noise is able to stabilize the system by allowing the process
to flow from the unstable region to stable regions.
In chapter 5, we summarize the results proven in the thesis and explore avenues for
future research. In particular, we describe an additional example of a system which
exhibits noise-induced stabilization, to which we would like to apply our generalized
Lyapunov construction. This system is more complicated than the model problem
in that there is not just one region of isolated instability, but rather multiple regions
of instability. The addition of noise creates a stabilizing effect in this system by
connecting the regions of instability and forming a periodic motion.
In the two appendices, we present additional results for the model problem,
namely an analysis in polar coordinates and an analysis of the positivity of the
density and invariant probability measure in the case of degenerate noise.

3

1
Background on Noise-Induced Stabilization

In this chapter, we present background information on the phenomenon of noiseinduced stabilization. We first present a detailed description of the mathematical
setting under consideration and the precise notion of stability used in this thesis.
We then describe the theory of Lyapunov functions, which can be used to prove
stabilization.

1.1 Mathematical Setting
The deterministic systems studied in this thesis will be restricted to those that are
solutions to two-dimensional systems of autonomous ODEs. Hence, we consider
Xptq  pX ptq, Y ptqq P R2 , which is the solution to the ODE
dXptq
dt
where ϕ

P

C 2 pR2 q and Xp0q

 ϕpXptqq

 x  px, yq.

We are interested in perturbing this

deterministic system by the addition of noise. Our model for noise in this context
will be the classical white noise. Thus, we consider the perturbed system X ptq
4



pX ptq, Y ptqq P R2, with Xp0q  x  px, yq, which is the solution to the stochastic
differential equation (SDE)
dX ptq
dt
where




 ϕpXptqq

x 0
0 y



with x

dW ptq
dt

¥ 0, y ¥ 0
a


pW xptq, W y ptqq is standard two-dimensional Brownian motion; i.e., W xptq and W y ptq
are independent, standard one-dimensional Brownian motions. Now W ptq is in fact

is a parameter which controls the noise strength and ||

non-differentiable at every point; hence,



2x

2y . W ptq

p q does not exist in the classical sense. To

dW t
dt

overcome this technical difficulty, it is possible to make rigorous sense of the integral
equation
X ptq  X p0q


»t



0

ϕpX psqqds

 W ptq

from the theory of stochastic calculus [30]. As shorthand for the integral equation,
we will use the notation
dXt

 ϕpXtqdt

 dWt

(1.1)

to represent the SDE.
This thesis focuses on the phenomenon where there is a fundamental change in
the behavior of the system between the case ||  0 and the case || ¡ 0: when ||  0

the system is unstable and when ||

¡ 0 the system is stable.

This phenomenon is

referred to as noise-induced stabilization. For most systems which exhibit noiseinduced stabilization, stabilization will not occur for all  with || ¡ 0, but rather for
only certain  in a particular range.
If x

¡ 0 and y ¡ 0, we say that the noise is nondegenerate; otherwise we say that

the noise is degenerate. It is often easier to analyze the case of nondegenerate noise
5

with noise added equally in both directions, i.e., x

 y . However, for many systems

noise is only needed in one particular direction in order to induce stability, and it
is often of interest to identify the minimum amount of perturbation necessary for
stabilization. Thus we present the perturbed system in more generality by allowing
x



y . We show in Chapter 4 that the model problem exhibits noise-induced

stabilization for any  with y

¡ 0.

Under certain properties of the function ϕ in (1.1), if the system Xt is stable,
then Xt˜ is also stable for any ˜  ` with `

¡ 0.

We make this statement precise

in the following proposition, which essentially states that the process Xt is invariant
under a suitable rescaling of the noise, time, and space.
Proposition 1.1. Suppose ϕ scales homogeneously in the sense that there exists
n P R so that

ϕp`n xq  `n 2 ϕpxq for all ` ¡ 0 and

x P R2 .

Then for all ` ¡ 0,
`n Xt̃˜ is equal in distribution to Xt
where ˜  ` and t̃

 `2n2t, provided that the two processes have the same initial

condition.
Proof of Proposition 1.1. For simplicity of notation, let X̃t
X0

 x. Then
X̃t

» t̃

x

`

x

`n2

x

n
0

ϕpXs˜qds
»t
0

»t
0

 `n

1

ϕp`n X̃s qds

ϕpX̃s qds

 `n

1

 `nXt̃˜.

Assume X̃0



Wt̃
 `n

1

Wt̃

Wt̃ by the assumption on ϕ .

Now by properties of Brownian motion, `n 1 Wt̃ is equal in distribution to Wt . Therefore, X̃t is equal in distribution to Xt , which completes the proof.
6

In the model problem presented in Chapter 4, the ϕ under consideration is defined
by
ϕpxq  ϕpx, y q  px2  y 2 , 2xy q
Hence, ϕp`n xq

 `2nϕpxq for all n P R, ` ¡ 0, and x P R2.
the hypothesis of Proposition 1.1 with n   23 .

Thus, this ϕ satisfies

We now present in the following section the precise definition of stability used in
this thesis.

1.2 Notion of Stability
As mentioned earlier, we are not concerned about the stability of particular fixed
points, but rather the global stability of the system. We wish to choose a definition
of stability which corresponds to boundedness in the deterministic setting. Thus,
the deterministic systems which are unstable will be those which either blow up in
finite time or wander off to infinity. A stochastic system will almost never be truly
bounded; hence, our notion of stability used in this context is a relaxed version of
stochastic boundedness. Any system which is stochastically bounded, the definition
of which appears below, will be stable.
Definition 1.1. A system Xt is stochastically bounded if and only if for all
X0

 x P R2 and for all δ ¡ 0, there exists M 8 such that
inf tPx p|Xt | ¤ M qu ¡ 1  δ .

¥

t 0

Note that the bound M may depend upon the initial condition. Also note that
in the deterministic setting when ||

 0, this definition does indeed reduce to the

standard definition of boundedness.
The terminology for stochastic boundedness is unfortunately not consistent in
the literature. In the classic text [22], Has’minskiı̆ uses the term bounded in proba7

bility for the exact same notion. It is also important to note that the process Xt is
stochastically bounded if and only if the corresponding measures νt pq defined by
νt pAq  Px pXt

P Aq ,

where A  R2 is any Borel (i.e., measurable) set, are tight for each

x P R2 .

The Markov semigroup associated to the process Xt is defined by

pPtφqpxq  Exrφp qs 
Xt

for any φ P C pR2 q, where Pt px,

»
R2

φpx1 qPt px, dx1 q

 q is the probability transition kernel; i.e,

Pt px, Aq  Px pXt

P Aq

for any measurable set A  R2 . Moreover, the action of Pt on a probability measure
µ is defined by

pµPtqpAq 

»

Pt px, Aqµpdxq

R2

for any measurable set A  R2 . An invariant probability measure µ is any probability
measure such that µPt

 µ for all t.

Now the assumption in (1.1) that ϕ

P

C 2 pR2 q implies that Xt is weak Feller

continuous, i.e., the Markov semigroup Pt maps bounded continuous functions to
continuous functions [30]. Hence, by the Krylov-Bogolyubov theroem [12], if Xt is
stochastically bounded, then there exists at least one invariant probability measure
µ for the system.
Now the condition of stochastic boundedness is slightly more stringent than the
notion of stability we wish to use in this thesis. Instead of requiring the measures
νt pAq  Px pXt

8

P Aq

to be tight for each

x P R2 , we will only require the Cesáro means
ν̄t pAq 

to be tight for each

1
t

»t
0

Px pXs

P Aq ds

x P R2 . This weaker requirement nevertheless still ensures the

existence of an invariant probability measure. We remark that this requirement is
stronger than the existence of an invariant probability measure, but only slightly;
the existence of an invariant probability measure implies that there exists

x

P R2

such that the corresponding Cesáro means ν̄t pq are tight, but it does not have to
hold for all

x P R2 [22].

We now present our precise definition of stability.
Definition 1.2. A system Xt is stable if and only if for all X0
all δ

¡ 0, there exists M 8 such that
" »t

inf

¥

t 0

1
t

0

Px p|

 x P R2 and for

*

Xs

| ¤ M q ds ¡ 1  δ .

As in the definition of stochastic boundedness, the bound M may depend upon
the initial condition. Also note that in the deterministic setting when ||



0,

this definition again reduces to the standard definition of boundedness. Hence, the
deterministic systems which are unstable are those which either blow up in finite
time or wander off to infinity, as desired.
It can be difficult to verify that a system is stable directly from the definition
given above. Hence, in the next section we present an overview of the theory of
Lyapunov functions, which provides sufficient criteria for guaranteeing the stability
of a system.

9

1.3 Lyapunov Functions
In deterministic settings, Lyapunov functions can be used to prove the stability of
solutions to ODEs. In stochastic settings, Lyapunov functions serve an analogous
role. In this section, we describe Lyapunov functions for two-dimensional systems
since planar systems are the primary focus of this thesis; however, all of the definitions
and results for Lyapunov functions presented in this section hold in Rd for any d ¥ 1.
The well-known theorem below (see [22]) provides sufficient criteria to guarantee
that the system Xt is stable.
Theorem 1.1. Suppose there exists a C 2 Lyapunov function V : R2

Ñ p0, 8q satis-

fying
1. V pxq Ñ 8 as
2. pLV qpxq

|x | Ñ 8

Ñ 8 as |x| Ñ 8,

where L is the generator corresponding to the

system Xt , i.e.
Lϕ∇

2x
Bxx
2

2y
Byy .
2

Then Xt is stable.
Before proving the above theorem, we first state the following lemma, which
guarantees that the system does not blow up in finite time under weaker conditions
than those listed in Theorem 1.1.
Lemma 1.1. Suppose there exists a C 2 function V : R2
1. V pxq Ñ 8 as

Ñ p0, 8q satisfying

|x | Ñ 8

2. There exist constants m, b ¡ 0 such that for all

pLV qpxq ¤ mV pxq
10

x P R2
b.

Then



Px

8 0

lim τn

Ñ8

n

where
τn

 inf tt ¥ 0 : |Xt| ¥ nu .

Proof of Lemma 1.1. See [22].
Note that standard existence and uniqueness theorems for SDEs (e.g., [30]) usually assume that the function ϕ in (1.1) is globally Lipschitz. However, this assumption is very restrictive and the above lemma gives sufficient criteria for (1.1) to
have a unique, continuous solution defined for all time whenever ϕ is merely locally
Lipschitz (which is implied by our assumption that ϕ P C 2 ).
We now use the above lemma to prove Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let
t0 , M0

x

¡ 0 so that

P R2 and δ ¡ 0 be fixed.

Then there exist constants

Px p|Xt | ¤ M0 q ¡ 1  δ for all t P r0, t0 s .
Dynkin’s Formula [30] states that
Ex rV p ^

Xt τn

qs  V pxq

» t^τn

Ex

0

pLV qp qds
Xs

where τn is defined in Lemma 1.1. Now by assumption,
Ex rV pXt^τn qs ¡ 0 for all t, n ¥ 0
which implies that
» t^τn

Ex

0



pLV qp qds ¡ V pxq .
Xs

11



(1.2)

¡ 0,
pLV qpXsq  pLV qpXsq  1pXs P B̄M q pLV qpXsq  1pXs P B̄Mc q
¤ c sup tpLV qpxqu 1pXs P B̄Mc q

Now for any M

c
xPB̄M

where
c  sup tpLV qpxqu _ 0
xPR2

8

by the second assumption in the statement of the theorem. Hence,

 sup tpLV qpxqu Ex

» t^τn

c
xPB̄M

0

1p

Xs

P



c
B̄M

qds ¤ V pxq

c t.

Since the hypotheses of the theorem imply the hypotheses of Lemma 1.1,
lim t ^ τn

Ñ8

n

 t for all t ¥ 0 .

Thus, taking the limit as n Ñ 8, changing the order of integration, and then dividing
through by t, we obtain that for all t ¥ t0 ,

 supc tpLV qpxqu 1t
xPB̄M

»t
0

Px pXs

P B̄Mc qds ¤ V tpxq

c.

0

Now by the second assumption in the statement of the theorem,

 sup tpLV qpxqu Ñ 8
c
xPB̄M

Hence, M

as M

Ñ 8.

¥ M0 can be chosen so that




0

1
V pxq
sup tpLV qpxqu
t0



c

δ.

c
xPB̄M

Note that this choice of M depends upon the initial condition
independent of t. Therefore,
1
t

»t
0

Px p|Xs | ¤ M qds ¡ 1  δ for all t ¥ 0
12

x and t0 , but is

which completes the proof that Xt is stable.
Note that under slightly different conditions than those listed in Theorem 1.1, we
can show that the system Xt is not only stable, but actually stochastically bounded.
Corollary 1.1. Suppose there exists a C 2 function V : R2
1. V pxq Ñ 8 as

Ñ p0, 8q satisfying

|x | Ñ 8

2. pLV qpxq ¤ 0 for all

x P R2 .

Then Xt is stochastically bounded (and hence stable).

x P R2 and δ ¡ 0 be fixed. By (1.2),

Proof of Corollary 1.1. Let
Ex rV p ^

Xt τn

» t^τn

qs  V pxq

Ex

0



pLV qp qds ¤ V pxq,
Xs

where the last inequality results from the second assumption in the statement of
the corollary. Since the assumptions of the corollary imply the assumptions of
Lemma 1.1,
lim t ^ τn

Ñ8

n

Ñ 8, we obtain that ExrV pXtqs ¤ V pxq for all t ¥ 0.

Thus, taking the limit as n
Now for any M

 t for all t ¥ 0 .

¡ 0,
Ex rV p

Xt

qs 
¥
¥

»
R2

V px1 qPt px, dx1 q

»

c
B̄M



V px1 qPt px, dx1 q

c
inf V px1 q Pt px, B̄M
q.

c
x1 PB̄M

Thus,
c
q¤
Px p|Xt | ¡ M q  Pt px, B̄M
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Ex rV pXt qs
infc V px1 q

x1 PB̄M

¤

V pxq
.
infc V px1 q

x1 PB̄M

Now by the first assumption in the statement of the corollary,
inf V px1 q Ñ 8 as M

c
x1 PB̄M

Ñ 8.

Thus, M can be chosen large enough so that
V pxq
infc V px1 q

x1 PB̄M

¤ δ.

Note that this choice of M is independent of t, but depends upon the initial condition

x. This completes the proof that Xt is stochastically bounded.
Any function satisfying the assumptions in Theorem 1.1 will be referred to simply
as a (general) Lyapunov function. Stronger versions of the Lyapunov condition exist,
which we define below, and these stronger versions imply specific rates of convergence
to a unique invariant probability measure. These rates of convergence are described
in Chapter 3.
Definition 1.3. A C 2 function V : R Ñ p0, 8q, where R  R2 , satisfying
1. V pxq Ñ 8 as

|x| Ñ 8 with x P R

2. There exist constants m, b, γ

¡ 0 such that for all x P R,

pLV qpxq ¤ mV γ pxq
is called a standard Lyapunov function on R if γ
function on R if γ

b

 1 and a super Lyapunov

¡ 1. Moreover, if R  R2 we say that V

is a global Lyapunov

function; otherwise we say that V is a local Lyapunov function.
When γ

P p0, 1q, V

may be referred to as a sub Lyapunov function. In [13], the

authors prove properties of rates of convergence to stationarity for sub Lyapunov
functions. The key distinction is that with a sub Lyapunov function, it is only
14

possible to show that the rate of convergence to stationarity is subexponential, while
with a standard or super Lyapunov function, we show in Chapter 3 that the rate
of convergence is exponential. This thesis will be primarily concerned with general,
standard, and super Lyapunov functions.
The above discussion illustrates that it is possible to show the stability of a system
by constructing a suitable Lyapunov function, rather than proving stability directly
from the definition. However, there is no standard methodology for showing the
existence of a Lyapunov function, and constructing a Lyapunov function is usually
quite ad hoc and often follows from “guess-and-check.” In Chapter 2, we present
a systematic algorithm for constructing a Lyapunov function for planar systems
exhibiting noise-induced stabilization. In Chapter 4, we illustrate this algorithm by
applying it to a model problem. We show that the Lyapunov function constructed
is in fact a super Lyapunov function.

15

2
Systematic Algorithm for Lyapunov Construction

As mentioned in Chapter 1, there is no standard methodology for showing the existence of a Lyapunov function, and constructing a Lyapunov function can often
be quite ad hoc and tedious. However, in this chapter, we present a systematic
algorithm for constructing a Lyapunov function for planar systems exhibiting noiseinduced stabilization. The general approach is to build local Lyapunov functions
as solutions to associated partial differential equations, which are defined in regions
delineated by different asymptotic behaviors of the system.
First, a “priming region” in the plane is identified where there is an obvious
choice of a Lyapunov function; it is often characterized as a subset of phase space
in which the deterministic flow is directed toward the origin. Next, by contrast,
a “diffusive region” in the plane is identified in which the deterministic dynamics
exhibit instability and for which noise is essential to the stabilization. The local
Lyapunov function in the priming region is then “propagated” to the diffusive region,
through a series of intermediate regions of the plane, until all possible routes to
infinity are covered. Thus, a sequence of local Lyapunov functions is obtained, which
is then mollified in order to produce a global Lyapunov function.
16

Step 1: Dominant Balances and
Scalings of Generator
2x

Step 2: Decomposition of Plane
n
¤

2y

Bxx 2 Byy
2
S`m,n : px, y q ÞÑ p`m x, `n y q

Lf ∇



 R2zBR

i 1

Ri X Ri

1

H

Step 4: Patching to Form Global
Lyapunov Function

Step 3: Construction of Local
Lyapunov Functions
#

Ri

Vi,i

Li vi pxq  fi pxq for x P Ri
vi pxq  gi pxq for x P B Ri X Ri1

1

pxq r1  φphipxqqsvipxq
φphi pxqqvi 1 pxq
for x P Ri X Ri 1

Figure 2.1: A flow chart of the algorithm for the construction of a global Lyapunov
function.
Below, we outline in more detail each of the steps in the generalized algorithm to
construct a Lyapunov function for the process Xt defined by (1.1). Figure 2.1 gives
a summary of the algorithm. This algorithm is more clearly illustrated in Chapter 4,
where we apply it to a model problem to show that the model system exhibits noiseinduced stabilization. The algorithm presented below is for the construction of a
general Lyapunov function. However, we show in Chapter 4 that the Lyapunov
function constructed for the model problem is in fact super Lyapunov.
We emphasize that this algorithm may not work for all planar systems and that
it may have to be slightly adapted for each specific problem. Nevertheless, the
algorithm offers a systematic approach, and its underlying ideas, especially the use
of scaling, may be applied to a wide variety of situations. The scaling techniques are
the main tool utilized in the algorithm for constructing the Lyapunov function and
verifying that it does indeed satisfy the Lyapunov property, and they are one of the
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most significant contributions of this thesis.

Step 1: Dominant Balances and Scalings of Generator
The first step of the algorithm is to analyze the various dominant balances and
scalings of the generator. This analysis will be crucial for decomposing the plane
in the next step into the regions in which the local Lyapunov functions will be
constructed. While the concept of a dominant balance is clear heuristically, we will
introduce some notation to make the concept a bit more precise. We consider a
scaling of the form
S`m,n : px, y q ÞÑ p`m x, `n y q

(2.1)

for some choice of m, n P R. The dominant part of the operator L under the scaling
S`m,n consists of those terms in

pL  S`m,nqpx, yq  `mϕ1p`mx, `nyqBx

`n ϕ2 p`m x, `n y qBy

`2m

2x
Bxx
2

`2n

2y
Byy
2

which have the largest exponent of `, where the ϕ in (1.1) satisfies
ϕpx, y q  pϕ1 px, y q, ϕ2 px, y qq .
For different choices of m and n, there will be different dominant operators. We
define the curve C m,n px0 , y0 q by
C m,n px0 , y0 q  tpx, y q P R2 : px, y q  S`m,n px0 , y0 q for some ` ¥ 1u .

(2.2)

Heuristically, the dominant part of L under the scaling S`m,n will be the dominant
operator in a region of the plane in which there exist routes to infinity along curves
of the form C m,n px0 , y0 q for x0 , y0

 0.

The curve C m,n px0 , y0 q is invariant under the

scaling S`m,n in the sense that for any ` ¥ 1,

pC m,n  S`m,nqpx0, y0q  C m,np`mx0, `ny0q  C m,npx0, y0q .
18

We say that an operator M scales homogeneously under a scaling S`m,n if

pM  S`m,nqpx, yq  M p`mx, `nyq  `δ M px, yq

for some δ

P R.

Step 2: Decomposition of Plane

P

The next step of the algorithm is to decompose the plane into regions Ri , for i

t1, ..., nu, in which the local Lyapunov functions will be constructed in the third step.

Each of the regions is chosen to be unbounded, and thus contains possible routes to
infinity. The first region, R1 , is called the “priming region” and is chosen to be a
subset of the plane in which the deterministic dynamics flow inward. This ensures
that a very natural Lyapunov function, such as the norm to some power, will satisfy
the Lyapunov property in R1 . The last region, Rn , is chosen next and is called the
“diffusive region.” This region corresponds to a particular dominant balance of the
generator L in which one or more of the diffusion terms is dominant. The diffusive
region is a region of the plane in which there is instability in the deterministic setting.
Hence, the construction of a local Lyapunov function in Rn is critical to the proof
of noise-induced stabilization.
The intermediate regions Ri , for i P t2, ..., n  1u, are each chosen to correspond
to different dominant balances of the generator. The precise number of intermediate
regions depends upon the number of different dominant balances, and the number
must be chosen so that the entire plane is covered, except perhaps for a bounded set
about the origin. Thus, the regions satisfy
n
¤



Ri

 R2zBR

i 1

for some R ¥ 0.

p iq

We let Li denote the dominant operator in region Ri . In addition, we let S`

denote the scaling under which Li is dominant. Each i corresponds to a specific
19

choice of m and n. We also let

p iq

C piq px0 , y0 q  tpx, y q P R2 : px, y q  S` px0 , y0 q for some ` ¥ 1u .
The precise boundaries of the regions Ri are chosen to scale homogeneously under

piq

the scalings S` , respectively. Therefore, the boundaries are chosen to be of the form
C piq px0 , y0 q. In order to facilitate the mollification of the local Lyapunov functions,
the regions are chosen so that the intersection between adjoining regions is both
nonempty and unbounded. Thus, the regions satisfy
Ri X Ri

1

H

for i P t1, ..., n  1u.
We note that the regions do not necessarily have to be connected subsets of the
plane, which will be evident in the choice of regions in Chapter 4 for the model
problem. In addition, there may be multiple “priming” and “diffusive” regions, in
which case the algorithm can easily be modified by constructing intermediate regions
between each of the priming and diffusive regions.

Step 3: Construction of Local Lyapunov Functions
The third step of the algorithm is to construct a local Lyapunov function in each
of the regions Ri . In the priming region R1 , a natural Lyapunov function exists.
Often this natural Lyapunov function, v1 , is the norm to some power, i.e.,
some δ

|x|δ for

¡ 0. Verifying that this function has the Lyapunov property in R1 is usually

straightforward and explicit. The priming Lyapunov function, v1 , is then propagated
to the other regions through a series of Poisson equations. More specifically, for
i P t2, ..., nu, vi is defined as the solution to a PDE of the form
#

pLiviqpxq  fipxq for x P Ri
vi pxq
 gipxq for x P BRi X Ri1
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where Li is the dominant operator in Ri . The boundary data, gi , for the Poisson
equation is given by the dominant behavior of vi1 on the boundary between Ri and
Ri1 . The right-hand side, fi , of the Poisson equation is chosen to be a positive
definite function with unbounded growth. Moreover, fi and gi are chosen to scale
homogeneously under the scaling which is dominant in Ri .
This procedure is iterated to construct local Lyapunov functions as solutions to
associated Poisson equations in each of the intermediate regions. Furthermore, a
local Lyapunov function is constructed in the diffusive region by solving a Poisson
equation as well, again with the boundary data determined by the dominant behavior
of the local Lyapunov function in the adjoining intermediate region. An advantage of
this approach, therefore, is its consistency: the same procedure is used to construct
local Lyapunov functions in all but the priming region (where the local Lyapunov
function is straightforward to deduce).
As the sequence of Poisson equations is solved, boundaries without boundary
data may be encountered. While a priori this could be an issue, we will see that
in our model problem, in all but the diffusive region, the deterministic dynamics
are dominant. Hence the associated Poisson equations are governed by first-order
operators requiring only one boundary condition. This is consistent with the idea of
the priming Lyapunov function being propagated through a sequence of intermediate
transport regions. Again, a priori this could lead to an incompatibility between two
different boundaries of a given region, particularly if the relevant operator in a region
is only first-order and cannot accept generic initial data on two boundaries. However,
in our model problem and all of the other problems we have explored, sequences of
compatible transport regions are separated from each other by diffusive regions.
Since the associated differential operator in the diffusive region is second-order, the
associated Poisson equation produces a smooth solution even with all of its boundary
data specified.
21

In order to prove that vi satisfies the Lyapunov condition in Ri , it is necessary
to show that

pLviqpxq  pLiviqpxq prL  Lisviqpxq
 fipxq prL  Lisviqpxq Ñ 8

|x | Ñ 8

as

with

x P Ri .

This can be show through the scaling relations since Li is the dominant operator in
Ri , and L  Li is subdominant.

Step 4: Patching to Form Global Lyapunov Function
The last step of the algorithm is to patch the local Lyapunov functions vi defined in
the regions Ri , respectively, together in order to form one smooth Lyapunov function
on the entire plane. Thus, the function Ṽ is defined by

Ṽ pxq 

The functions Vi,i

$
'
'
&vi

pxq

Vi,i
'
'
%0
1

1



x P Ri X j i Rj and i P t1, ..., nu
for x P Ri X Ri 1 and i P t1, ..., n  1u

for

pxq

c

otherwise.

defined in the overlap regions are specified to be smooth, convex

combinations of the two local Lyapunov functions in the regions of intersection. More
specifically,
Vi,i

1

pxq  r1  φphipxqqsvipxq

φphi pxqqvi

1

pxq

where φptq is a smooth, increasing function which varies from 0 when t

 0 to 1

when t  1, and is suitably normalized to integrate to one on the entire real line. In
particular, we take
φptq 

»

»

8
1 t
ψ psqds with m 
ψ psqds
m 8
8

where
ψ ptq 

#



exp

1
p2t1q2

1

0

for 0

t

otherwise.
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1

Moreover, hi is defined to be a smooth increasing function that varies from 0 on
the boundary of Ri to 1 on the boundary of Ri 1 . Thus, Vi,i
of Ri and Vi,i
Vi,i

1

1

 vi

1

 vi on the boundary

on the boundary of Ri 1 . It is not immediately obvious that

will satisfy the Lyapunov condition in its region of definition, despite the fact

that both vi and vi
Vi,i

1

1

1

do. However, the scaling relations can be used to prove that

is a Lyapunov function. The global Lyapunov function V pxq P C 2 pR2 q is then

chosen to satisfy
V px, y q 

for some R so that

n
¤



#

Ri

Ṽ pxq
arbitrary positive and smooth

for
for

x P BRc
x P BR

 BRc .

i 1

As mentioned at the beginning of the chapter, this algorithm is more clearly
illustrated when applied to a concrete example. Thus, in Chapter 4, we apply the
algorithm to a model problem in order to construct a global Lyapunov function to
show noise-induced stabilization. Before doing so, we analyze in Chapter 3 properties
of super Lyapunov functions since the Lyapunov function constructed in Chapter 4
for the model problem is in fact super Lyapunov.
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3
Consequences of Super Lyapunov Structure

In this chapter, we show that the existence of a super Lyapunov function, as defined
in Definition 1.3, implies a stronger rate of convergence to the invariant probability
measure than the existence of a standard Lyapunov function. It is important to note
that although all of the results in this chapter are presented for R2 in order to be
consistent with the mathematical setting described in Section 1.1, all of the results
actually hold in Rd for any d ¥ 1. In order to quantify the rates of convergence, we
first introduce a family of weighted total variation metrics, ρβ .

3.1 Weighted Total Variation Metrics
For β

¥ 0 and probability measures µ1 and µ2, we define
ρβ pµ1 , µ2 q  sup

»

}φ}β ¤1

where

R2

φpxqpµ1  µ2 qpdxq

pxq|
}φ}β  sup 1 |φβV
pxq
x
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and V is a Lyapunov function corresponding to the process Xt . Note that ρ0 pµ1 , µ2 q 

}µ1  µ2}T V , where }  }T V is simply the standard total variation norm. It is clear
from the definition of the }  }β norms that they are monotonically decreasing in β.
Hence, if β1

β2 ,

tφ : }φ}β ¤ 1u  tφ : }φ}β ¤ 1u .
1

2

This in turn implies that the ρβ metrics are monotonically increasing since the supremum is taken over larger sets as β increases; i.e., if β1

β2 ,

ρβ1 pµ1 , µ2 q ¤ ρβ2 pµ1 , µ2 q .
Thus the total variation distance, which corresponds to β

 0, is the smallest of all

the ρβ metrics.
Now if we define ψ as
ψ pxq 
then }φ}β

φpxq
1 βV pxq

 }ψ}0. Hence
ρβ pµ1 , µ2 q  sup

»

}ψ}0 ¤1

R2

p1

βV pxqqψ pxqpµ1  µ2 qpdxq

which illustrates that the ρβ metric is just a weighted total variation distance.

3.2 Convergence to Stationarity
It is well known that in the case of nondegenerate noise with x

¡ 0 and y ¡ 0, the

existence of a standard Lyapunov function implies that there exist positive constants
C and η so that

}µ1Pt  µ2Pt}T V ¤ Ceηtρ1pµ1, µ2q

(3.1)

for all t ¥ 0 and any probability measures µ1 and µ2 . If µ1 is taken to be the initial
probability measure, i.e., µ1



δx , and µ2 is taken to be the invariant probabil-

ity measure, µ, then (3.1) quantifies the rate of convergence to stationarity. More
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specifically, (3.1) translates to

}Ptpx,  q  µ}T V ¤ Ceηtρ1pδx, µq  C p1

V pxqqeηt .

Note that in the above inequality, the upper bound on the right-hand side depends
upon the initial condition x.
We show that the existence of a super Lyapunov function implies a stronger rate
of convergence to the invariant probability measure, which is encapsulated in the
following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose there exists a super Lyapunov function, V , for the process
Xt , with x

¡ 0 and y ¡ 0 and associated Markov semigroup Pt.

Then there exist

positive constants C and η so that

}µ1Pt  µ2Pt}T V ¤ Ceηt}µ1  µ2}T V

(3.2)

for all t ¥ 0 and any probability measures µ1 and µ2 .
In this case, if we consider µ1

 δx and µ2  µ, where µ is the invariant probability

measure, then (3.2) translates to the statement

}Ptpx,  q  µ}T V ¤ Ceηt}δx  µ}T V  Ceηt .
Note that the upper bound on the right-hand side is now independent of the initial
condition

x. Thus, the existence of a super Lyapunov function implies a rate of

convergence to the invariant probability measure that is not only exponential, but
also uniform in initial condition.
As already mentioned in Section 1.3, the existence of an invariant probability
measure µ follows quickly from the existence of a general Lyapunov function. The
fact that there is only one invariant probability measure is immediate from (3.1) or
(3.2). Before proving Theorem 3.1, we first prove a bound on the action of the semigroup, which results from the existence of a super Lyapunov function. This bound
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is essential to the proof of Theorem 3.1. We then state a minorization condition
in Section 3.4, which is also used in the proof of Theorem 3.1. We show that this
minorization condition easily holds in the case of nondegenerate noise, but we also
give sufficient criteria for it to hold in the case of degenerate noise. Hence, the assumptions on Theorem 3.1 may be extended to allow for degenerate noise, as long
as the minorization condition holds.

3.3 Bound on Action of Semigroup
We begin with a lemma which translates the bound on the generator (given in the
definition of a super Lyapunov function) to a bound on the action of the semigroup.
Despite its simplicity, it is nonetheless a key component to the more sophisticated
consequences of the existence of a super Lyapunov function (as opposed to merely a
standard Lyapunov function).
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that V : R2

Ñ p0, 8q is a super Lyapunov function for the

process Xt , i.e.,

pLV qpxq mV γ pxq

b for all

where L is the generator corresponding to Xt , m, b

x P R2

¡ 0 and γ ¡ 1.

Then for every

¡ 0, there exists a positive constant Kt, such that Kt is a continuous, monotone
decreasing function of t on p0, 8q with
t

lim Kt

Ñ8

t





2b
m

1
γ

.

Moreover, if Pt is the Markov semigroup associated to Xt , then

pPtV qpxq ¤ Kt

for all
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x P R2 and t ¥ 0 .

Proof of Lemma 3.1. Let Vt

 V pXtq. By Dynkin’s formula (see [30]),

pPtV qpxq  ExrVts  V pxq

» t

LVs ds

Ex

¤ V pxq  m



0

»t
0

Ex rVsγ sds

bt

»t

¤ V pxq  m pExrVssqγ ds

bt by convexity.

0

For simplicity of notation, let φx ptq

 pPtV qpxq  ExrVts.

Then φx ptq satisfies the

following differential inequality:
φ1x ptq ¤ mrφx ptqsγ

b¤

m
rφxptqsγ if φxptq ¥ R
2

where
R
Since φ1x ptq



2b
m

1
γ

.

0 if φx ptq

¥ R, this implies that once φxptq ¤ R, φxptq remains less
than or equal to R for all times afterward. Thus, φx ptq ¤ R for all t ¥ τ , where τ is
the stopping time defined by
τ

 inf tt ¡ 0 : φxptq ¤ Ru .

Now suppose ψx ptq satisfies the following differential equation:
$
'
& ψx1 t

p q   m2 rψxptqsγ

'
%

for all t P r0, τ s

ψx p0q  φx p0q  V pxq .

Then by the comparison proposition in Section 3.6, φx ptq

¤ ψxptq for all t P r0, τ s.

Now the differential equation for ψx ptq can be solved explicitly to obtain that for all

t P r0, τ s:

ψx ptq 



mpγ  1qt
2

V pxqpγ 1q
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 γ1 1

¤



mpγ  1qt
2

 γ1 1

.

Defining the constants Kt as follows

Kt

 max

#

2b
m



1
γ

,

mpγ  1qt
2

 γ1 1 +

we conclude that φx ptq ¤ Kt for all t ¡ 0, which completes the proof.

3.4 Minorization Condition
We now state a minorization condition, which in addition to the above bound on the
action of the Markov semigroup, is essential to the proof of Theorem 3.1. We show in
Section 3.4.1 that this condition is easily satisfied in the case of nondegenerate noise,
i.e., x

¡ 0 and y ¡ 0.

In Section 3.4.2, we state and prove sufficient criteria for

the minorization condition to hold in the case of degenerate noise. The minorization
condition is as follows: we seek a probability measure ν and positive constants α, R,
and T so that
inf PT px,

|x|¤R
and R

¡ 2KT , where KT

 q ¥ αν p  q

(3.3)

is the constant from Lemma 3.1. This condition is a lo-

calized version of the classical Doeblin condition and central to the theory of Harris
chains [19, 21, 29]. While the Lyapunov condition ensures the existence of an invariant probability measure and guarantees sufficiently rapid returns to the “center of
phase space” to produce geometric mixing, the minorization condition ensures the
existence of probabilistic mixing.
3.4.1

Minorization with Nondegenerate Noise

In the case of nondegenerate noise with x

¡ 0 and y ¡ 0, the system is uniformly el-

liptic, and the minorization condition is relatively straightforward. Since the diffusion
associated with Xt has a constant, positive definite diffusion matrix, classical results
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guarantee the existence of a density function pt px, x1 q : p0, 8q  R2  R2
such that
Pt px, Aq 
for all measurable sets A

px, x1q.

 R2 .

»
A

Ñ p0, 8q

pt px, x1 qdx1

(3.4)

Moreover, pt px, x1 q is jointly continuous in t and

Now since for each t ¡ 0, pt px, x1 q is an everywhere positive, continuous function

of

px, x1q, it is elementary that for any R ¡ 0, there exists a positive constant α1,

depending upon both R and t, so that
inf1

|x|,|x |¤R

pt px, x1 q ¥ α1 .

Then for any measurable set A  R2
Pt px, Aq 

»
A

pt px, x1 qdx1

¥ α1 λpA X BR p0qq  α1 λpBR p0qq ν pAq

where λ is Lebesgue measure and ν is the probability measure defined by
ν pAq 

λpA X BR p0qq
.
λpBR p0qq

Thus the minorization condition (3.3) holds for any T

¡ 0 and R ¡ 2KT

with ν

defined as above and
α  α1 λpBR p0qq .
3.4.2

Minorization with Degenerate Noise

When ||

¡ 0, but either x  0 or y  0, the situation is more delicate since the

system is no longer elliptic. However, if the generator of Xt is hypoelliptic, then there
still exists a continuous density function pt px, x1 q so that (3.4) holds. Hypoellipticity
can be verified using Hormander’s classic condition [5]. The main difference between
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this setting and the nondegenerate noise setting is that it is no longer necessarily
true that pt px, x1 q is positive for all t ¡ 0 and x, x1

P R2 .

We now state and prove a lemma which gives sufficient criteria for the minorization condition to hold in the case of degenerate noise. The criteria essentially consist
of continuity and a relaxed positivity assumption for the density function.
Lemma 3.2. Let pt px, x1 q be the density function corresponding to the process Xt ,
with || ¡ 0, where pt : R2  R2

Ñ r0, 8q is a continuous function for each t ¡ 0. In
addition, we assume that there exists x P R2 such that for all R ¡ 0, there exists
TR ¡ 0 such that
inf pt px, x q ¡ 0
xPB̄
R

for all t ¥ TR . Under this assumption, for all R ¡ 0 and t ¥ TR , there exist α P p0, 1q
and a probability measure ν such that
inf Pt px,

xPB̄R

 q ¥ α νp  q .

¡ 0 and t ¥ TR be fixed. By the assumption, for all
x P B̄R , pt px, x q ¡ 0. By continuity of pt , for all x P B̄R there exists δx ¡ 0 such
that for all x̂ P Bδx pxq and for all x̃ P Bδx px q, pt px̂, x̃q ¡ 0. Now
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Let R

¤

rBδx pxq  Bδx pxqs

xPB̄R

is an open cover of the set

tpx, xq : x P B̄R u.

x1 , ..., xn such that

exist a finite subcover. Hence, there exist
n
¤




Since this set is compact, there must



Bδxi pxi q  Bδxi px q

 tpx, xq : x P B̄R u .

i 1

Let δ

 mintδx , ..., δx u{2. Then
1

n
¤




n



Bδxi pxi q  Bδxi px q

 tpx, x̃q : x P B̄R and x̃ P B̄δ pxqu .

i 1
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Hence for all

x P B̄R and for all x̃ P B̄δ px q, pt px, x̃q ¡ 0. Since B̄R  B̄δ px q is a

compact set, pt must achieve its minimum on this set. Thus, there exists η
that pt px, x̃q ¥ η for all

x P B̄R and for all x̃ P B̄δ px q. Now

inf Pt px, Aq  inf

xPB̄R

»

xPB̄R

¥λ



¥λ



A

pt px, x̃qdx̃ ¥ inf

xPB̄R



A X B̄δ px q

inf

»

xPB̄R ,x̃PB̄δ px q



A X B̄δ px q η





X p x q

A B̄δ

¡ 0 such

pt px, x̃qdx̃

pt px, x̃q
 

λ B̄δ px q η



 



λ A X B̄δ px q


λ B̄δ px q

where A  R2 is any measurable set and λ is Lebesgue measure on R2 . Choose
!1

α  min

2




, λ B̄δ px q η

)

and ν pAq 





λ A X B̄δ px q

 .
λ B̄δ px q

Then α P p0, 1q, ν is a valid probability measure, and
inf Pt px,

xPB̄R

 q ¥ α νp  q .

Since the assumption in the statement of the above lemma trivially holds in the
case of nondegenerate noise, as demonstrated in Section 3.4.1, we may use the lemma
more generally to guarantee the minorization condition holds in either the case of
nondegenerate noise or the case of degenerate noise with the additional assumption.
In Appendix B, we prove through the use of control theory that the model problem
defined in Chapter 4 satisfies the assumption of the above lemma for any  with
y

¡ 0. Thus, the model problem satisfies the minorization condition with degenerate

noise in the x-direction.
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3.5 Proof of Convergence Theorem
We now turn to proving Theorem 3.1, which relies on the two lemmas above and a
result from [19]. Thus, we prove that the existence of a super Lyapunov function,
plus a minorization condition, implies that there is a uniform, exponential rate of
convergence to the invariant probability measure.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Choose R

¡2

2b
m

1
γ

. Then choose T

¥ TR such that R ¡

2KT , where KT is the constant from Lemma 3.1 and TR is the constant from
Lemma 3.2. Note that it is possible to choose such a T since Kt is a monotone
decreasing function of t and R was chose to be greater than
2 lim Kt .

Ñ8

t

Then by Lemma 3.2, there exist α P p0, 1q and a probability measure ν such that
inf PT px,

xPB̄R

 q ¥ α νp  q .

By Theorem 1.3 in [19], whose assumptions hold with the choice of R and T above,
there exist constants ᾱ P p0, 1q and β̄

¡ 0 such that

ρβ̄ pµ1 PT , µ2 PT q ¤ ᾱρβ̄ pµ1 , µ2 q
for any probability measures µ1 and µ2 . Now }φ}β̄

(3.5)

¤ 1 implies |φpxq| ¤ 1

This in turn implies that

pPT φqpxq ¤ 1
by Lemma 3.1. Thus }φ}β̄

β̄ pPT V qpxq ¤ 1

¤ 1 implies that

 PT φ x

 1 β̄K

p



qp q  ¤ 1 .

T
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0

β̄KT

β̄V pxq.

Therefore we have that
ρβ̄ pµ1 PT , µ2 PT q  p1

»

β̄KT q sup

pPT φqpxq pµ  µ qpdxq
1
2
1 β̄K

}φ}β̄ ¤1

T

»

¤ p1

β̄KT q sup

ψ pxqpµ1  µ2 qpdxq

 p1

β̄KT qρ0 pµ1 , µ2 q .

}ψ}0 ¤1

(3.6)

For n P N, we will upper bound ρβ̄ pµ1 PnT , µ2 PnT q by applying the inequality in (3.5)

n  1 times and then using the inequality in (3.6) for the last step. Hence we have
that
ρβ̄ pµ1 PnT , µ2 PnT q ¤ ᾱn1 ρβ̄ pµ1 PT , µ2 PT q

¤ ᾱ


n

1

β̄KT
ᾱ

ρ0 pµ1 , µ2 q .

(3.7)

We would now like to extend the result in (3.7) to hold not just at non-negative
integer multiples of T , but for all t ¥ 0. Note that any t ¥ 0 may be written in the
form t  nT

T 1 where n  t Tt u and T 1

P r0, T q. Thus for all t ¥ 0,
ρβ̄ pµ1 Pt , µ2 Pt q  ρβ̄ pµ1 PT 1 PnT , µ2 PT 1 PnT q


¤ ᾱ

n

¤ ᾱ

n



1

β̄KT
ᾱ

ρ0 pµ1 PT 1 , µ2 PT 1 q by (3.7)

1

β̄KT
ᾱ

ρ0 pµ1 , µ2 q



¤ ᾱ 1 1
t
T


Since }µ1 Pt  µ2 Pt }T V



1

β̄KT
ᾱ

β̄KT
ᾱ2

e

ρ0 pµ1 , µ2 q

p qt

ln ᾱ
T

ρ0 pµ1 , µ2 q .

 ρ0pµ1Pt, µ2Ptq ¤ ρβ̄ pµ1Pt, µ2Ptq, we have that for all t ¥ 0,
}µ1Pt  µ2Pt}T V ¤ Ceηt}µ1  µ2}T V
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where
C





1

β̄KT
ᾱ2

and η

  lnTpᾱq .

3.6 Comparison Proposition
In this section we state and prove a proposition comparing the solutions to two
differential equations. This proposition is used in the proof of Lemma 3.1.
Proposition 3.1. Suppose f

P C pRq is a non-increasing function and that φptq and

ψ ptq are C 1 functions on R satisfying the following differential inequalities:
$
1
'
&φ t

p q ¤ f pφptqq
 f pψptqq
'
%
φp0q  ψ p0q .
ψ 1 ptq

Then φptq ¤ ψ ptq for all t ¥ 0.
Proof of Proposition 3.1. For all 0 ¤ r
φptq ¤ φprq

»t
r

¤ t, we have that

f pφpsqqds and ψ ptq  ψ prq

»t
r

f pψ psqqds

which implies
ψ ptq  φptq ¥ pψ prq  φprqq

»t
r

pf pψpsqq  f pφpsqqqds .

 inf tt ¡ 0 : ψptq  φptq 0u. Suppose for contradiction that T1 8.
Then by continuity, ψ pT1 q  φpT1 q  0 and there exists T2 P pT1 , 8q such that for all
t P pT1 , T2 q, ψ ptq  φptq 0. Then for all t P pT1 , T2 q,
Let T1

ψ ptq  φptq ¥ pψ pT1 q  φpT1 qq



»t
T1

»t
T1

pf pψpsqq  f pφpsqqqds
(3.8)

pf pψpsqq  f pφpsqqqds .
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Now since f is non-increasing, ψ ptq

φptq implies that f pψ ptqq

¥ f pφptqq. Hence
this result combined with (3.8) implies that for all t P pT1 , T2 q, ψ ptq  φptq ¥ 0. This
is a contradiction. Hence T1 must be infinite and φptq ¤ ψ ptq for all t ¥ 0.
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4
A Model Problem

In this chapter we apply our systematic algorithm for the construction of a Lyapunov
function to a model problem in order to prove that it exhibits the noise-induced stabilization phenomenon. We first present the deterministic system and demonstrate
that it is indeed unstable by showing that it blows up in finite time for certain initial conditions. Furthermore, by careful analysis of the deterministic dynamics, we
are able to gain much intuition into why the addition of noise creates a stabilizing
effect. The key idea is that the instability is isolated on the positive x-axis. For all
initial conditions off the positive x-axis, the deterministic dynamics flow in towards
the origin. Hence, the addition of noise allows the process to escape from a narrow
region about the axis and flow in towards the origin, avoiding finite time blow-up.
The model problem considered here is essentially the same example presented in
[8] and [16]. In these works, the authors construct a Lyapunov function in order to
prove noise-induced stabilization. However, as mentioned earlier, the construction
is quite complicated and ad hoc. In this chapter, we present a simpler and more
systematic construction. Moreover, the Lyapunov function constructed is actually
a super Lyapunov function, allowing us to prove a stronger form of convergence,
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i.e., that the rate of convergence to the invariant probability measure is not only
exponential, but also uniformly bounded in initial condition.

4.1 Deterministic System
We consider the deterministic system Xt

 pXt, Ytq P R2 which is the solution to the

ODE

 pXt2  Yt2qdt
dYt  2Xt Yt dt .

dXt

(4.1)

This two-dimensional system of ODEs originates from the complex-valued ODE
dZt
where Zt

 Xt

iYt

P C.

 Zt2dt

In the complex form, it is straightforward to find the

explicit solution
Zt

 1 Z0Z t .
0

Separating the real and imaginary components leads us to the following explicit
solution to the two-dimensional system of ODEs:
Xt
Yt

2
Y02 qt
0
 p1X0 XpX
2
pY0tq2
0 tq

 p1  X tYq20 pY tq2 .
0
0

From the explicit solution, we observe that Xt is an even function of Y0 and Yt is an
odd function of Y0 . Thus, the deterministic process is symmetric about the x-axis.
In addition, there is symmetry about the y-axis in the sense that pXt , Yt q starting

pX0, Y0q is equal to pXt, Ytq starting from pX0, Y0q.
When Y0  0, we obtain the following relationship between Xt and Yt :

from



Xt2

Yt 

X02 Y02
2Y0
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2





X02 Y02
2Y0

2

.

Thus, the deterministic system follows circular trajectories with
radius 
Furthermore, when Y0

X02 Y02
and center 
2|Y0 |

0,

X02 Y02
2Y0

.

 0, it is clear from the explicit equations that
lim Xt

Ñ8

t

Now when Y0



0

and lim Yt

Ñ8

t

 0.

 0, Yt  0 and the equation for Xt simplifies to
Xt

 1 XX0 t .
0

When X0
When X0

 0, Xt is also identically zero; thus, the origin is an equilibrium point.
0,

 0.

lim Xt

Ñ8

t

Now the instability results from the case X0
lim Xt

Ñ X10

t

¡ 0; more specifically

 8.

Thus the system blows up in finite time, where t



1
X0

is the blow-up time. The

trajectories of the system are shown in Figure 4.1.
While the origin is not reached in finite time by any trajectory with initial condition pX0 , Y0 q

 p0, 0q, for all choices of initial conditions not on the positive x-axis,

the following proposition shows that the time to return to a fixed ball of radius R
about the origin is uniformly bounded.
Proposition 4.1. For all initial conditions pX0 , Y0 q not on the positive x-axis, the

time T at which the process pXt , Yt q defined by (4.1) returns to a fixed ball of radius
R about the origin is less than or equal to

2
.
R
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y

x

Figure 4.1: A number of representative orbits of the deterministic dynamics governed by (4.1).

¡ R2 since otherwise T  0. If Y0  0,
We now consider the case where Y0  0.

Proof of Proposition 4.1. We assume X02 Y02
then XT

 R implies T  R1  |X1 | ¤ R1 .
0

Now for any X0 , it follows by the symmetry of the process about the y-axis that
the time to reach the ball of radius R is less than or equal to twice the time to
reach the ball of radius R starting from the point p0, y q with y

 X Y Y , since this
point lies on the deterministic circular trajectory going through pX0 , Y0 q. Note that
X02 Y02 ¡ R2 implies |y | ¡ R. Starting from p0, y  q, the equations for Xt and Yt
simplify to
Xt

2
 1 pyyttq2


and Yt
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 1 ypy tq2 .


2
0

2
0

0

Thus, we can solve for the return time by setting
2

XT2

YT2

 1 pyy T q2  R2


which implies
T



Hence, for all initial conditions, T

d

1
R2

 y12 ¤ R1 .


¤ R2 .

This proposition highlights the underlying reason why noise is able to induce
stabilization in the system: the instability is isolated in a particular region of phase
space, and in all other regions of phase space, the deterministic dynamics flow in
towards the origin. Furthermore, in Appendix B, we employ this uniform bound to
prove a positivity condition on the transition density for the perturbed system.
In Appendix A, the model problem is analyzed in polar coordinates. The polar
form helps illuminate many of the key properties of the dynamics since the deterministic trajectories are circular. In particular, we are able to calculate an asymptotic
expansion of the invariant probability density in polar coordinates in order to analyze
its decay rate. However, to parallel the Lyapunov construction outlined in Chapter 2,
we present our main results in Cartesian coordinates. We now progress our analysis
to the perturbed system.

4.2 Perturbed System
We consider the perturbed system Xt

 pXt, Ytq given by the following SDE:

 ppXtq2  pYtq2qdt x dWtx
dYt  2Xt Yt dt y dWty .

dXt

(4.2)

Unlike in the deterministic setting, it is not possible to find an explicit solution for
the perturbed system.
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Figure 4.2: A simulation of the perturbed system defined by (4.2), with x , y
and initial condition on the positive x-axis.

In the above section, we showed that when x

¡0

 y  0, this system blows up

in finite time for certain initial conditions, i.e., those located on the positive x-axis.
We also previously described the intuition for why the addition of noise is able to
stabilize this system. We simulated the process with x , y

¡ 0 and initial condition

on the positive x-axis in Matlab using a basic Forward Euler-Maruyama method,
and the result is shown in Figure 4.2.
The simulation helps confirm our intuition that the system does indeed exhibit
noise-induced stabilization. Rather than flowing towards infinity in finite time along
the positive x-axis, the noise kicks the process away from the axis and then it flows
back in towards the origin along the deterministic circular trajectories. In the deterministic setting, the process is not able to reach the origin in finite time. However,
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the noise allows the process to flow through the origin and out along the positive
x-axis, where the motion is repeated, forming a quasi-periodic behavior. We see from
the figure that the process spends a significant amount of time around the origin,
which is expected since the origin is a fixed point of the deterministic system. Also
as expected, we observe that the process spends about half its time above the x-axis
and about half its time below the x-axis, since as the process flows through the origin, the noise has a one-half probability of kicking the process above the axis and a
one-half probability of kicking the process below the axis.
While it is clear from the simulation that the model problem exhibits noiseinduced stabilization, in order to rigorously prove that the perturbed system is stable,
we construct a Lyapunov function, as described in Section 1.3. The Lyapunov function constructed will have the super Lyapunov property, as defined in Definition 1.3.
This is encapsulated in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. There exists a super Lyapunov function V for the process Xt defined
by (4.2); i.e., there exists a C 2 function V : R2
V pxq Ñ 8 as
and there exist constants m, b ¡ 0 and γ

Ñ p0, 8q such that

|x | Ñ 8

¡ 1 such that for all x P R2,

pLV qpxq ¤ mV γ pxq

b

where L is the generator for Xt defined by
Lpx, y q  px2  y 2 qBx

2xy By

σx Bxx

with
2

σx

 2x

and σy
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2y
.
2

σy Byy

We will use the systematic algorithm described in Chapter 2 to construct the
Lyapunov function V with the desired properties. The general methodology will be to
construct a series of local Lyapunov functions in different regions of the plane, based
upon different asymptotic behaviors of the deterministic dynamics. The regions are
determined through the calculations in Sections 4.3 and 4.4, while the local Lyapunov
functions are constructed in Section 4.5. We will then patch these local Lyapunov
functions together to form one smooth global Lyapunov function in Section 4.6. We
remark that the notation in the following construction varies slightly from that used
in Chapter 2.

4.3 Dominant Balances and Scalings of Generator
We now begin to apply the algorithm laid out in Chapter 2 to construct a Lyapunov
function for the model problem. The first step is to consider the various possible
dominant balances between the terms in the generator, and to analyze their different scalings in phase space. In order to prove that the addition of noise arrests
the blow-up on the positive x-axis sufficiently to produce an invariant probability
measure, we need to understand the behavior of the dynamics at infinity. There are
many different routes to infinity and we now consider the various possible dominant
balances associated with different routes.
The dominant part of the operator L under the scaling S`m,n , defined by (2.1),
consists of those terms in

pL  S`m,nqpx, yq  `mpx2Bx

2xy By q  `2nm y 2 Bx

`2m σx Bxx

`2n σy Byy

which have the largest exponent of `. We introduce two scaling transformations

p1q  S 1, 12 : px, y q ÞÑ p`x, ` 12 y q and S p2q  S 1,1 : px, y q ÞÑ p`x, `y q
`
`
`

S`

corresponding to two specific sets of choices for m and n. We define the operator
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p1q by

dominant under scaling S`

A  x2 Bx

2xy By

σy Byy

(4.3)

p2q by

and the operator dominant under scaling S`
T

 px2  y2qBx

2xy By .

T is simply the operator corresponding to the deterministic system; hence the notation T indicates that it is a transport operator. We define the curves C p1q px0 , y0 q and
C p2q px0 , y0 q by

p iq

C piq px0 , y0 q  tpx, y q P R2 : px, y q  S` px0 , y0 q for some ` ¥ 1u .
1
Thus, C p1q px0 , y0 q  C 1, 2 px0 , y0 q and C p2q px0 , y0 q  C 1,1 px0 , y0 q, where C m,n px0 , y0 q is

defined by (2.2). To make these curves more clear, we observe that
C p1q px0 , y0 q 
C p2q px0 , y0 q 

"

px, yq P R

c

2

: sgnpx0 qx ¡ |x0 | and y

 sgnpy0q

2

: sgnpx0 qx ¡ |x0 | and y



"

px, yq P R

y0
x
x0

x0
y02 x

*

*

.

 1, there is a transition in the dominant terms in the generator L as
the value of n varies. If n ¡  12 , then the dominant part is contained in the operator
T . If n ¤  12 , then the dominant part is contained in the operator A. We note that
when n  12 , the dominant term in L is just σy Byy ; but again, this term is contained
in the operator A. We also note that the term σx Bxx is never dominant, which is one
When m

of the underlying reasons why the system exhibits noise-induced stabilization for any
σy

¡ 0, regardless of whether σx ¡ 0 or σx  0.

The noise in the y-direction is key

to stabilization, while the noise in the x-direction is insignificant.
From the above observations, we see that the operator T will be dominant in a
region of the plane in which there do not exist any routes to infinity along paths of
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the form C 1,n px0 , y0 q with n

¤  12

and x0 , y0

 0.

Likewise, the operator A will be

dominant in a region of the plane in which there do not exist any routes to infinity
along paths of the form C 1,n px0 , y0 q with n ¡  12 and x0 , y0

 0. These facts will be

crucial to our decisions in Section 4.4 for how to decompose the plane into different
regions in which we construct the various local Lyapunov functions. But before we
do this, we investigate the homogeneous scalings of the two operators A and T .

p1q

Observe that the operator A scales homogeneously under the scaling S` , while

p2q

the operator T scales homogeneously under the scaling S` . In fact, the dominant
operator corresponding to scaling S`m,n will always scale homogeneously under that

p1q

scaling. We would like the operator T to scale homogeneously under the scaling S`

as well; however, this does not hold for all of the terms in T . We remedy this by
introducing a non-negative parameter λ and defining the family of operators
Tλ
Note that T

 px2  λy2qBx

2xy By .

(4.4)

 T1. We extend the definition of the scaling operators by

p1q

p2q

S` : px, y, λq ÞÑ p`x, ` 2 y, `3 λq and S` : px, y, λq ÞÑ p`x, `y, λq .
1

p1q

p2q

Now Tλ scales homogeneously under both scaling map S` and S` , while A continues

p1q

to scale homogeneously under S` . We will use the family of operators Tλ to help
construct a local Lyapunov function in the transport region in Section 4.5.2. This
gambit of introducing an extra parameter to produce a homogeneous scaling was also
used in a similar way in [11].
We extend the definition of the curves C piq px0 , y0 q by

p iq

C piq px0 , y0 , λ0 q  tpx, y, λq P R2  r0, 8q : px, y, λq  S` px0 , y0 , λ0 q for some ` ¥ 1u .

 r0, 8q Ñ R, we say that φ scales homogeneously under
piq
p iq
the scaling S` if φ  S`  `δ φ for some δ. In this case, we say that φ scales like `δ
i
under the i-th scaling. We write this compactly as φ  `δ .
Given a function φ : R2
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1 `δ , then Bxφ 1 `δ1 and By φ 1 `δ . Similarly, if φ 2 `δ ,
2
2
then Bx φ  `δ1 and By φ  `δ1 . In all cases, if one side is infinite, then so is the
1
2

Proposition 4.2. If φ

other.
Proof of Proposition 4.2. We only show one case; all others follow similarly. If φ
`δ , then φp`x, ` 2 y, `3 λq  `δ φpx, y, λq. Differentiating in x, we obtain

1

1

`pBx φqp`x, ` 2 y, `3 λq  `δ pBx φqpx, y, λq .
1

Dividing through by `, we conclude that

Bxφ 1 `δ1.

In the next section, we decompose the plane into regions where the different
dominant balances hold. These regions are defined by boundary curves which are
well-behaved under one or both of the scalings.

4.4 Decomposition of Plane
Based on the discussion in the previous section, we will divide the plane into three
regions Ri pαq, where α is a positive parameter that we specify later. As described in
Chapter 2, we call these regions the “priming,” “transport,” and “diffusive” regions,
respectively. The regions are defined so that there is a non-empty overlap between
adjacent regions and so that their union covers the entire plane, except a bounded
region about the origin. In addition, each of the regions will be symmetric about
the x-axis, since the deterministic dynamics are symmetric about the x-axis. This
results in the transport region being the union of two disconnected subsets.
Our priming region, R1 pαq, is a subset of the left-half plane where there exists
a very natural Lyapunov function. This is because in this region, the deterministic
drift is directed toward the origin. On the other hand, the diffusive region, R3 pαq, is
a funnel-like region around the positive x-axis where there is finite time blow-up in
the deterministic setting. Demonstrating the existence of a local Lyapunov function
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y

R2

R1

R3

x

R2

Figure 4.3: The different regions in which local Lyapunov functions are constructed: R1 is the priming region, R2 is the transport region, and R3 is the diffusive
region.

in the diffusive region is a key piece in proving noise-induced stabilization in the
model problem. The transport region R2 pαq is governed primarily by deterministic
transport from the diffusive region to the priming region. We now describe the
placement of these various regions, which are indicated pictorially in Figure 4.3.
We will see in Section 4.5.1 that the natural Lyapunov function px2

y 2 q 2 with
δ

¡ 0 is super Lyapunov in a subset of the left-half plane bounded by the vertical
line tpx, y q : x  x0 , |y | ¤ y0 u and the two curves C p2q px0 , y0 q, for any x0 , y0 ¡ 0.
Note that the curves intersect the vertical line at the points px0 , y0 q. For now we
choose px0 , y0 q  p α2 , 1q to define the boundary curves for the priming region R2 pαq,
δ

where α will be specified later as mentioned above.
The boundaries for the diffusive region R3 pαq are chosen to scale nicely under the
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p1q

scaling S` , since A will be the dominant operator in this region and A is the operator

p1q

dominant under the scaling S` . Hence, we choose the boundaries of the region to

tpx, yq : x  2α, |y| ¤ 1u and the two curves C p1qp2α, 1q. The
curves intersect the vertical line at the points p2α, 1q.
The transport region R2 pαq will connect the priming and diffusive regions. We
will define it to be the union of two subregions, R21 pαq and R22 pαq, where the first
subregion overlaps with R1 pαq and the second subregion overlaps with R3 pαq. The
precise boundaries of the region R21 pαq where it overlaps with R1 pαq are chosen to
be the vertical line

p2q

scale nicely under the scaling S` , since T will be the dominant operator in this

p2q

region and T is the operator dominant under the scaling S` . Hence, we choose
the boundaries to be C p2q pα, 1q. The boundaries of the region R22 pαq where it

overlaps with R3 pαq are chosen to have a similar form to the boundaries of the region
R3 pαq. Hence, the boundaries are chosen to be C p1q pα, 1q.

The boundaries between the two subregions R21 pαq and R22 pαq are chosen to

be C p1q pα, 1q. This choice ensures that the operator T is the dominant operator
in the entire subregion R21 pαq. Note that the subregion R22 pαq contains routes to

infinity along curves of the form C 1, 2 px0 , y0 q. Thus, the operator T is not in fact
1

dominant in this entire subregion; nevertheless, it is necessary to have such a region
in order to overlap with the diffusive region, and we will show in Section 4.5.2 that it
is still possible to construct a local super Lyapunov function in this region using the
operator T . The inner boundary of the subregion R21 pαq is chosen to be a circular

arc which connects the curves C p2q pα, 1q and C p2q pα, 1q, i.e., it is chosen to be

px, yq : α ¤ x ¤ α and x2

y2

 α2

Note that the curves intersect this circular arc at the points
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(

1 .

pα, 1q.

In summary, for each α ¡ 0, we have defined three regions
Priming Region: R1 pαq 

"

px, yq : x ¤  α2 and |y| ¤ α2 |x|

*

Transport Region: R2 pαq  R21 pαq Y R22 pαq
Diffusive Region: R3 pαq 

where
R21 pαq 
R22 pαq 

#

px, yq : x ¥ 2α and |y| ¤

"

px, yq : x

2

y

2

"

¥α

px, yq : x ¥ α and

c

+

2α
x

*
|
x|
1 and |y | ¥

2

α

c

α
x

¤ |y| ¤

x
α

*

.

Notice that R1 pαq X R2 pαq and R2 pαq X R3 pαq are nonempty and that R2 zpR1 pαq Y
R2 pαq Y R3 pαqq is a bounded set.

4.5 Construction of Local Lyapunov Functions
In this section, we construct local super Lyapunov functions in each of the three
regions Ri pαq defined above. Hence, we construct a C 2 function vi : Ri pαq Ñ p0, 8q
such that
vi pxq Ñ 8 as
and there exist constants mi

|x| ¥ Ri,

|x| Ñ 8 with x P Ripαq

¡ 0, Ri ¥ 0 and γi ¡ 1 such that for all x P Ripαq with
pLviqpxq ¤ miviγ pxq
i

for i  1, 2, 3. Then in Section 4.6, we smoothly patch the three local super Lyapunov
functions together to form one global super Lyapunov function on the entire plane.
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4.5.1

The Priming Region

When constructing a priming Lyapunov function, it is natural to consider the norm
to some power. In the model problem, we expect the norm to some power to be a
Lyapunov function in the left-half plane since the drift vector field points at least
partially towards the origin, as illustrated in Figure 4.1. This was our rationale for
constructing R1 pαq as specified in the above section. In the proposition below, we
state and prove that the norm to some power is in fact a super Lyapunov function
in this region.
Proposition 4.3. For any α ¡ 0 and δ
then v1 px, y q  px2

P p0, 2q, if px, yq P R1pαq with |px, yq| ¥ R1,

y 2 q 2 satisfies
δ

pLv1qpx, yq ¤ m1 v1γ px, yq
1

where m1

2

?αδ2
α

4

¡ 0, γ1 

δ 1
δ



¡ 1, and R1  2 pσx

σy q

?

α2 4
α

1

3

.

Proof of Proposition 4.3. We first note that based upon the definition of R1 pαq, for
any px, y q P R1 pαq,

a

x

x2

y2

¤b

x
4 2
x
α2

x2

 ? 2α
α

4

.

Applying the generator to v1 we obtain that
Lv1 px, y q δxpx2

y2q 2
δ pσx

δ

y2q

δ 1
2

? αδ
px2
2
α
4

y2q

δ 1
2



4

σy y 2 q

δ

y 2 q 2 1

σy qpx2

¤  ? αδ
px2
2
α

y 2 q 2 2 pσx x2

δ pδ  2qpx2

δ

δ pσx
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1

σy qpx2

?

α2 4
α

y 2 q 2 1
δ





σx

px2

σy

y2q 2

3

.

R1 is chosen so that for all px, y q P R1 pαq with |px, y q| ¥ R1 , the term in the brackets
is greater than or equal to 21 . This completes the proof with the values of m1 and γ1
as specified in the statement of the proposition.
Note that neither σx nor σy must be strictly positive in order for v1 to be a super
Lyapunov function in the priming region. We will see that the only restriction on
the noise coefficients occurs in the diffusive region.
We now propagate the priming Lyapunov function v1 which is defined in R1 pαq
to the other regions by solving a succession of Poisson equations. Throughout most
of our construction, δ and α will remain free parameters which we specify later to
ensure a number of necessary estimates. We now turn to the transport region R2 pαq.
4.5.2

The Transport Region

For any δ

¡

0 and α

¡

0, we define v2 as the solution to the following Poisson

equation:
$
'
'
& T v2 x, y

p

'
'
%

qp q  



x2

|y |
v2 px, y q  v1 px, y q

y2

δ 1

on R2 pαq

(4.5)

on C p2q pα, 1q .

Recall that C p2q pα, 1q is the boundary of R2 pαq where it overlaps with the priming
region R1 pαq.

The scaling properties of the solution to the above Poisson equation are one of
the main tools we use to show that v2 is a local Lyapunov function. This is because,
with one exception, points at infinity in R2 pαq can be scaled back to points in the

p2q

same region by the scaling S` , which is the scaling transformation under which
the associated differential operator T is homogeneous. As we discuss below, the
exception is the subregion of R2 pαq which lies near the boundary of R3 pαq.

Care must be taken when scaling the points in the subregion of R2 pαq which lie
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p1q

close to the boundary of R3 pαq. The points in this region naturally scale with S`

p2q

while the operator T which is associated to R2 pαq scales homogeneously under S` .
This issue was also addressed in Section 4.3 where we introduced the parameter λ

p1q

to generate a family of operators Tλ which scale homogeneously with S` .
With this in mind, it is natural to introduce the function v2 px, y, λq which, for a

given λ P p0, 1s, solves the following family of auxiliary Poisson equations in R2 pα, λq:
$
& Tλ v2 x, y, λ

p

qp

%

q  hpx, y, λq

v2 px, y, λq  f px, y, λq

?

on R2 pα λq

?
on C p2q pα λ, 1q

(4.6)

where we define
hpx, y, λq 



x2

λy 2

δ 1

and f px, y, λq  λ

|y |

δ 1
2

px2

λy 2 q 2 .
δ

For simplicity of notation, we write
hpx, y q  hpx, y, 1q and f px, y q  f px, y, 1q .

1 `δ̂ , h 2 `δ 1, and f 2 `δ where δ̂ 
that v2 px, y, 1q coincides with the v2 px, y q defined by (4.5).

Notice that h

1 `δ̂

1

,f

5δ 3
.
2

Also observe

We employ the method of characteristics to produce the following unique, explicit
solution to (4.6):
v2 px, y, λq 



x

2

λy

|y |

2

δ



x
|y |

It is clear from this explicit solution that v2
is continuous on U

?

α λ

?



λ

δ
2

1
α2

1



.

(4.7)

1 `δ̂ , v2 2 `δ , and px, y, λq ÞÑ v2px, y, λq

 r0, 1s where U  R2 is any closed set not containing any point

on the x-axis.
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As λ Ñ 0, v2 px, y, λq given in (4.7) converges to x2δ

1

|y|pδ

1

q . This was expected

since formally taking λ Ñ 0 in (4.5) produces the equation
$
'
'
& x2

p Bx

2xy By qv2 px, y, 0q  

'
'
%

x2pδ 1q
|y |δ 1

on R2 p0q

(4.8)

on C p2q p0, 1q .

v2 px, y, 0q  0

Note that the limiting region R2 p0q  R21 p0q Y R22 p0q, where
R21 p0q  C p2q p0, 1q  tpx, y q : x  0, y
R22 p0q  tpx, y q : x ¥ 0, y

¥ 1u

 0u .

There is not a unique solution to the simplified Poisson equation given by (4.8), but
it is easily seen that any solution is of the form
v2 px, y, 0q 

x2δ
|y|δ



1
1

φ

x2
|y |

for any φptq

P C 1pRq with φp0q  0 since x2|y|1 is in the kernel of the operator
px2Bx 2xyBy q and satisfies the boundary requirement. Thus x2δ 1|y|pδ 1q is the
solution corresponding to φptq  0.
In a more complex setting than the model problem where the local Lyapunov
function in the transport region cannot be solved explicitly, an analogous simplified
Poisson equation corresponding to a limiting value of a parameter may be easy to
solve. We will see in Section 4.6 that the most delicate parts of the patching only
require precise information about the limit of v2 as λ

Ñ 0, not the fully explicit

formula. This suggests that the analysis may be feasible even when (4.5) is not
solvable.
We now turn to proving the super Lyapunov property for v2 . This is encapsulated
in the following proposition.
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¡ 0 and α ¡ 2σy pδ 1qpδ 2q, there exist constants
m2 ¡ 0, R2 ¥ 0, and γ2 ¡ 1 so that if px, y q P R2 pαq with |px, y q| ¥ R2 , then v2

Proposition 4.4. For any δ

satisfies

pLv2qpx, yq ¤ m2 v2γ px, yq .
2

This proposition will be proven in two parts, where we consider the subregions
R21 pαq and R21 pαq separately. In Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, we prove that v2 is a super
Lyapunov function on each of these subregions. The restriction on the size of α in
the proposition originates from Lemma 4.2. We start with R21 pαq where the analysis
is more straightforward.

¡ 0 and α ¡ 0, there exist constants m21 ¡ 0, R21 ¥ 0, and
γ21 ¡ 1 so that if px, y q P R21 pαq with |px, y q| ¥ R21 , then v2 satisfies
pLv2qpx, yq ¤ m21 v2γ px, yq .

Lemma 4.1. For any δ

21

Proof of Lemma 4.1. Applying the generator to v2 , we obtain that

pLv2qpx, yq  pT v2qpx, yq σxBxxv2px, yq σy Byy v2px, yq
 hpx, yq σxBxxv2px, yq σy Byy v2px, yq .
Note that any point in R21 pαq can be connected by a radial line to a point on the
circular arc of radius r



?

α2

1, which is the arc that forms the inner boundary

of this subregion. It follows from this that any px, y q P R21 pαq can be written in the
form px, y q

 S`p2qpa, bq where `  |px,yr q|

and pa, bq is a point on the circle of radius

r centered at the origin. Therefore, we have the following homogeneous scaling
properties:
v2 px, y q  `δ v2 pa, bq
hpx, y q  `δ 1 hpa, bq

pBxxv2qpx, yq  `δ2pBxxv2qpa, bq
pByy v2qpx, yq  `δ2pByy v2qpa, bq .
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 δ δ 1 , which is the ratio of the exponents
p2q
of ` in T v2 and v2 . With this choice of γ21 , if px, y q  S` pa, bq, we have that




h  σx |Bxx v2 |  σy |Byy v2 |
h  `3 σx |Bxx v2 |  `3 σy |Byy v2 |
px, yq 
pa, bq .

These scaling relations lead us to choose γ21

v2γ21

v2γ21

We define
ρ

inf

pa,bqPBBr XR21

hpa, bq
v2γ21 pa, bq

and M





sup

pa,bqPBBr XR21

σx |Bxx v2 | σy |Byy v2 |
v2γ21



pa, bq .

Because h and v2 are C 2 in px, y q and strictly positive and B Br X R21 is a compact

set, we conclude that ρ ¡ 0 and M

8. From this we see that
pLv2qpx, yq  hpx, yq σxBxxv2px, yq σy Byy v2px, yq


h  `3 σx Bxx v2  `3 σy Byy v2
γ
 v2 px, yq
pa, bq
vγ
21

21

2

¤ v2γ px, yqpρ  `3M q .
21

We set m21

 ρ2 and we choose R21 sufficiently large in order to ensure that
ρ  `3 M

3

3

r
Mr
 ρ  |pM
¥
ρ
3
x, y q|
pR q3 ¥ m21 .
21

Hence, we choose
R21





2M r3
ρ

1
3

.

Note that this proof only relies on the explicit solution for v2 in order to verify
its scaling and smoothness properties. In a more complex problem where an explicit solution to the Poisson equation in the transport region is not available, it is
still possible to prove the super Lyapunov property of v2 as long as its scaling and
smoothness properties can be verified.
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We now turn to the subregion R22 pαq. We prove that v2 is super Lyapunov on

R22 pαq through the following lemma.

¡ 0 and α ¡ 2σy pδ 1qpδ 2q, there exist constants m22 ¡ 0,
R22 ¥ 0, and γ22 ¡ 1 so that if px, y q P R22 pαq with |px, y q| ¥ R22 , then v2 satisfies
pLv2qpx, yq ¤ m22 v2γ px, yq .
Lemma 4.2. For any δ

22

Proof of Lemma 4.2. Applying the generator to v2 , we obtain that

pLv2qpx, yq  pT v2qpx, yq σxBxxv2px, yq σy Byy v2px, yq
 hpx, yq σxBxxv2px, yq σy Byy v2px, yq .
We again use the scaling properties to bound the right-hand side in the above
equation. Every point px, y q

P R22pαq can be mapped back to a point pa, bq on the

curve
C p2q pα, 1q 

!

pa, bq : a ¥ α, |b| 

a)
,
α

which forms the boundary between the subregions R21 pαq and R22 pαq, such that

px, yq  S`p1qpa, bq, where
`



x
α |y |

2
3

, a  α 3 pxy 2 q 3 , and b  sgnpy qα 3 pxy 2 q 3 .
1

2

1

1

Hence we obtain the following scaling relations:
v2 px, y, 1q  `δ̂ v2 pa, b, `3 q

pBxxv2qpx, y, 1q  `δ̂2pBxxv2qpa, b, `3q

hpx, y, 1q  `δ̂ 1 hpa, b, `3 q

pByy v2qpx, y, 1q  `δ̂ 1pByy v2qpa, b, `3q .

These scaling relations lead us to choose

γ22

 δ̂

1
δ̂
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5δ
 5δ

5
3

which is the ratio of the exponents of ` in T v2 and v2 . We now use the scaling


p2q

transformation S|b| to map pa, bq back to

α, |bb| . Then since v2 and h are even

functions of b, we obtain
v2 pa, b, `3 q  |b|δ v2 pα, 1, `3 q

pBxxv2qpa, b, `3q  |b|δ2pBxxv2qpα, 1, `3q

hpa, b, `3 q  |b|δ 1 hpα, 1, `3 q

pByy v2qpa, b, `3q  |b|δ2pByy v2qpα, 1, `3q .

Combining the two sets of scaling estimates and setting γ̄

 δp1  γ22q

1, we get

that




h  σx Bxx v2  σy Byy v2
v2γ22


 |b|

γ̄

b
¥



h  p|b|`q3 σx Bxx v2  |b|3 σy Byy v2
v2γ22


h

γ̄

v2γ22



px, y, 1q



h

1  p|b|`q3 σ

x

1  `3 σ

x

v2γ22



pα, 1, `3q

Bxxv2  |b|3σ Byy v2
y

h

Bxxv2  σ Byy v2
y

h

h





h

pα, 1, `3q

pα, 1, `3q

since |b| ¥ 1. We define
ρpλ q 

inf 

Pr

λ 0,λ

hpα, 1, λq
s v2γ22 pα, 1, λq

and
where λ

|Bxxv2pα, 1, λq|
hpα, 1, λq
λPr0,λ s
|Byy v2pα, 1, λq|
M2 pλ q  sup
hpα, 1, λq
λPr0,λ s

and M1 pλ q  sup

 p`q3 with ` defined by
`

 inf t`  px{αyq : px, yq P R22pαq and |px, yq| ¥ R22u .
2
3

We choose R22 momentarily. From the explicit equations for v2 and h, it is clear
that h, v2 ,

Bxxv2,

and

nonvanishing with x

Byy v2

¥ 0 and are
Hence, we can conclude that ρpλ q ¡ 0 and

are all continuous functions of λ for λ

 α and y  1.
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8. We set m22  ρpλ2q and choose R22 so that

M1 pλ q, M2 pλ q

1  λ σx M1 pλ q  σy M2 pλ q ¥

1
.
2

In order to show that such an R22 is feasible, we need to understand the behavior of
M1 pλ q and M2 pλ q as λ

Ñ 0.

By direct calculation from the explicit formula for

v2 , we see that
M1 p0q 

2δ p2δ 1q
pδ
and M2 p0q 
3
α

1qpδ
α

2q

.

Since M1 pλ q and M2 pλ q are continuous functions of λ and since λ

8, it is possible to choose R22 large enough to make

Ñ 0 as R22 Ñ

1  λ σx M1 pλ q  σy M2 pλ q
arbitrarily close to
1  σy M2 p0q  1  σy

pδ

However, this will only be greater than or equal to

1qpδ
α
1
2

2q

.

as long as

p

qp

q

σy δ 1 δ 2
α

¤ 12 . This

in turn implies that
α ¥ 2σy pδ

1qpδ

2q .

This completes the proof that v2 is super Lyapunov in R2 pαqp2q , but we have obtained
our first restriction on the value of α.
Again we emphasize that the above proof only invokes the explicit solution for v2
in order to verify its scaling and smoothness properties, as well as its limiting behavior
as the parameter λ approaches zero. In a more complex setting, an explicit solution
is unnecessary as long as these properties can be verified. We also note that the
dependence upon σy in the restriction on α is unsurprising in light of the qualitative
behavior of the dynamics. α may be viewed as a parameter which determines how
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closely the transport region approaches the positive x-axis. In the case of no noise
in the y-direction, transport is the governing behavior all the way up to the axis.
However, when there is noise added in the y-direction, the noise is dominant close
to the axis, and hence, the region where transport dominates is restricted.
Choosing m2



mintm21 , m22 u, γ2



mintγ21 , γ22 u, and R2



maxtR21 , R22 u

completes the proof that v2 is a local super Lyapunov function in the entire region
R2 pαq.
4.5.3
For δ

The Diffusive Region

¡ 0 and α ¡ 0, we define v3 by the following Poisson equation:
$
& Av3 x, y

p

%

where c1 , c2

qp q  c1xδ̂

v3 px, y q  c2 x

δ̂

1

on R3 pαq
on C p1q p2α, 1q

¡ 0 are constants which will be chosen later.

(4.9)

We will show that the

values of c1 and c2 do not affect the local super Lyapunov property of v3 , but rather
are chosen in order to facilitate the patching of the local super Lyapunov functions
into one global super Lyapunov function in Section 4.6. Recall that
C p1q p2α, 1q 

#

x ¥ 2α, |y | 

c

+

2α
x

is the boundary of R3 pαq where it overlaps with R2 pαq and δ̂

 5δ2 3 .

As before for the transport region, we have chosen a right-hand side for the Poisson equation which is negative definite, scales homogeneously under the appropriate

p1q

scaling, namely S` , and has unbounded growth in the region. We use a constant
multiple of xδ̂ as the boundary condition rather than the function v2 from the neigh-

p1q

boring region because we want a function which scales homogeneously under S` .
However, xδ̂ is in fact the asymptotic behavior (up to a constant multiple) of v2 px, y q

as |px, y q| Ñ 8 on the specified boundary.
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The dynamics associated to the operator A, which is dominant in R3 pαq, can be
understood as having one diffusive direction and one deterministic direction which
is uncoupled from the diffusion and acts as the “clock” of the diffusion. To see this,
observe that A is the operator associated to the system of SDEs given by
dX̂t

 X̂t2dt

dŶt

 2X̂tŶtdt

(4.10)
y dWty

.

Now let pX̂0 , Ŷ0 q  px, y q lie in the interior of R3 pαq and define the stopping time
τ̂

 inf tt ¡ 0 : pX̂t, Ŷtq P C p1qp2α, 1qu .

Then v3 px, y q, which was defined in (4.9), can be represented probabilistically as
v3 px, y q  c2 Epx,yq


since X̂t

 1xxt .





X̂τ̂δ̂



» τ̂

c1 Epx,yq


c2 Epx,yq X̂τ̂δ̂

c1
δ̂





X̂sδ̂ 1 ds
0

 cδ̂ xδ̂
1

(4.11)

This probabilistic representation is only valid provided, first, that

the expectation is finite and, second, that the right-hand side of equation (4.11)
depends in a C 2 fashion on px, y q

P

R3 pαq. Both of these facts will follow from

Lemma 4.3, which we use in Proposition 4.5 to show that v3 is a super Lyapunov
function.
Since X̂t is deterministic, the representation of v3 given in (4.11) amounts to a
deterministic function of τ̂ . To better understand the properties of τ̂ , we introduce
the time change
T ptq 
and the process ZT ptq

 X̂t

»t
0

X̂s ds   ln |1  xt|

Ŷt . Due to the scaling of the boundary of R3 pαq, if we

1
2

define the stopping time
τ

 inf tT ¡ 0 : |ZT | ¥
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?

2αu

then
τ̂

 x1 p1  eτ q

 xeT ptq .

and X̂t

In addition, ZT satisfies the SDE
dZT

a

 25 ZT dT

2σy dWT ,

Z0

x

1
2

y.

(4.12)

The time change enables us to rewrite the stochastic representation formula for v3
given by (4.11) as
v3 px, y q  x

δ̂





c2 Epx,yq e

c1
δ̂

δ̂τ

As a consequence of this formula, we observe that v3





c1
δ̂

1 `δ̂ .



.

(4.13)

To prove this scaling, it

suffices to show that


Epx,yq eδ̂τ



1 `0 .

This is clear, since the only dependence of τ upon x and y results from Z0 , and
Z0

 x y  p`xq py` q is invariant under S`p1q.
1
2

1
2

1
2

Using the time change and the process ZT , we are able to prove the following
lemma, which combined with classical results (see, for example, [5]), justifies the
stochastic representation for v3 given by (4.13).
Lemma 4.3. For any σy




¡ 0, δ̂

5
2

and px, y q

map px, y q ÞÑ Epx,yq eδ̂τ is C 2 .
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P R3pαq, Epx,yq eδ̂τ



8 and the

Proof of Lemma 4.3. To show the finiteness of the expectation, we observe that


Ppx,yq peδ̂τ

¡ sq  Ppx,yq 

¤P



?


5
 x y s 2δ̂



5
,
2

a

2σy s

»
a
5

 2σy s 2δ̂



¤ Ppx,yq |Z

2α

5
2δ̂

»

1
δ̂

ln s

1
δ̂



e 2 r dWr 
5

?

ln s |

?

2α

2α

1
δ̂

ln s

?




e 2 r dWr 
5

2α

0

 P |Z |
¤

?

|ZT |

0





¤ ¤ lnδ̂s

0 T

¤P

Hence for δ̂

sup

d

5α

σy ps δ̂

5



 1q

where Z

 N p0, 1q

1
2

10α
σy π ps5{δ̂  1q

.

this upper bound decays sufficiently rapidly in order to guarantee



that Epx,yq eδ̂τ is finite. The continuity properties now follow from the continuity


properties of τ . Specifically, Epx,yq eδ̂τ
ODE:



 gp?x yq where gpzq solves the following

#

σy g 2 pz q 52 zg 1 pz q δ̂g pz q  0
?
?
g p 2αq  g p 2αq  1 .

for g

? ?
P p 2α, 2αq

Since by standard results on the regularity of ODEs, g pz q


conclude that Epx,yq eδ̂τ



(4.14)

? ?
P C 2pr 2α, 2αsq, we

 gp?x yq P C 2pR3pαqq as desired.

We remark that this lemma imposes a further restriction on the size of the parameter δ, which previously was only required to be in p0, 2q from the priming region;
namely, that δ̂

5
,
2

which forces δ

P p0, 52 q.

In addition, this lemma produces the

first restriction on the noise coefficients; namely, that σy

¡ 0. Hence, the noise in the

y-direction is crucial to the existence of a local Lyapunov function in the diffusive
region and to the overall stabilization. On the other hand, there is no restriction on
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the value of σx in the diffusive region, or in any of the other regions, implying that
the noise in the x-direction is unnecessary for stabilization to occur.
Using Lemma 4.3, we now turn to proving that v3 is a super Lyapunov function
on R3 pαq.

P p0, 25 q and α ¡ 0, there exist constants m3 ¡ 0 and
R3 ¥ 0 so that if px, y q P R3 pαq with |px, y q| ¥ R3 , then v3 satisfies
Proposition 4.5. For any δ

pLv3qpx, yq ¤ m3v3γ px, yq
3

where γ3

 γ22  5δ5δ 53 ¡ 1.

Proof of Proposition 4.5. Applying the generator to v3 , we obtain

pLv3qpx, yq  pAv3qpx, yq  y2Bxv3px, yq
 c1xδ̂ 1  y2Bxv3px, yq

σx Bxx v3 px, y q

σx Bxx v3 px, y q .

The scaling relations are again used to prove the super Lyapunov property. The

p1q is used since it is the transformation under which the operator A is

scaling S`

dominant and scales homogeneously. Every point px, y q
back to a point p2α, bq, where px, y q

 S`p1qp2α, bq, ` 

P

x
,
2α

R3 pαq can be mapped
and b



?

`y

P r1, 1s.

Therefore v3 satisfies the following scaling relations:

pBxv3qpx, yq  `δ̂1pBxv3qp2α, bq

v3 px, y q  `δ̂ v3 p2α, bq
xδ̂

1

 `δ̂ 1p2αqδ̂

pBxxv3qpx, yq  `δ̂2pBxxv3qp2α, bq .

1

These scaling relations lead us to choose γ3

 δ̂ δ̂ 1  5δ5δ

5
,
3

which is the ratio of the

exponents of ` in Av3 and v3 . With this choice of γ3 , it follows that
c1 xδ̂

1

 y2Bxv3px, yq  σxBxxv3px, yq
v3γ px, y q
3

δ̂ 1
3 2
2α, bq
 c1p2αq  ` pb Bvxγv3pp2α,
bq
3

3
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σx Bxx v3 p2α, bqq

.

Constants ρ and M are defined by
c1 p2αqδ̂ 1
γ3
bPr1,1s v3 p2α, bq

ρ  inf
M



b2 |Bx v3 p2α, bq| σx |Bxx v3 p2α, bq|
.
v3γ3 p2α, bq
bPr1,1s
sup

Since v3 is C 2 and nonvanishing on R3 pαq, ρ

¡ 0 and M

8 (the infimum and

supremum are over a compact set). From the definition of these constants, it follows
that

pLv3qpx, yq ¤ v3γ px, yqpρ  `3M q .
3

 ρ2 , it only remains to show that R3 can be chosen so that ρ  `3M ¥ ρ2
for all px, y q P R3 pαq with |px, y q| ¥ R3 . To accomplish this, we define
Setting m3

`

 inf

!

`

)
x
: px, y q P R3 pαq with |px, y q| ¥ R3
2α

which approaches infinity as R3
to ensure that ` ¥



2M
ρ

1
3

Ñ 8. Thus, R3 can be chosen large enough in order

.

4.6 Construction of Global Super Lyapunov Function
We now patch together the three local Lyapunov functions that are defined in distinct
regions of the plane in order to produce one smooth, global Lyapunov function defined
on the entire plane for the model problem.
4.6.1

Definition of Global Super Lyapunov Function

To facilitate the construction of the global super Lyapunov function, we use the standard mollifier φptq described in Chapter 2; i.e, φptq is a smooth, increasing function
which varies from zero to one and is suitable normalized to integrate to one on the
entire real line. Next, we define the functions h1 px, y q and h2 px, y q as follows:
h1 px, y q  2

α |y |
xy 2
and h2 px, y q  2 
.
x
α
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The function h1 px, y q  0 on one boundary of the wedge-shaped region R1 pαqXR2 pαq

and h1 px, y q  1 on the other boundary of this region; moreover, h1 varies smoothly
between 0 and 1 in the interior. Similarly, h2 px, y q
funnel-like region R2 pαq X R3 pαq and h2 px, y q





0 on one boundary of the

1 on the other boundary, again

varying smoothly between 0 and 1 in the interior.
Thus, outside of a fixed ball, we define our global Lyapunov function V to agree
with the local Lyapunov functions in subregions of their domains of definition and to
be a smooth, convex combination of the two local Lyapunov functions in the regions
of intersection. In particular, let Ṽ px, y q be given by
$
'
'v1 x, y
'
'
'
V1,2 x, y
'
'
'
&

p q
p q
v2 px, y q
Ṽ px, y q 
'
V2,3 px, y q
'
'
'
'
'
v px, y q
'
' 3
%

0

for px, y q P R1 pαq X R2 pαqc
for px, y q P R1 pαq X R2 pαq
for px, y q P R2 pαq X R1 pαqc X R3 pαqc
for px, y q P R2 pαq X R3 pαq
for px, y q P R3 pαq X R2 pαqc
otherwise

where
V1,2 px, y q  r1  φph1 px, y qqsv2 px, y q

φph1 px, y qqv1 px, y q

V2,3 px, y q  r1  φph2 px, y qqsv2 px, y q

φph2 px, y qqv3 px, y q .

We then choose V px, y q P C 2 pR2 q to satisfy
V px, y q 

#

Ṽ px, y q
arbitrary positive and smooth

for x2
for x2

y2
y2

¡ R2
¤ R2

(4.15)

where R will be specified below.
At the start of the Lyapunov construction in Section 4.5.1, we fix a choice of
δ

P p0, 2q when defining v1. This choice is then propagated through our construction

and is explicitly present in the definition of v2 and v3 . During the analysis of v3 ,
we noted in Lemma 4.3 that we must further restrict δ
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P p0, 52 q.

Except for this

one restriction, the choice of δ is free. In addition, all three of the local Lyapunov
functions and their regions of definition are dependent upon the parameter α. In
Lemma 4.2, we noted that α must be chosen sufficiently large in order to guarantee
that v2 is super Lyapunov in the subregion of R2 that is near region R3 . We will
demonstrate below that further restrictions on α are required in order to show the
existence of a global super Lyapunov function. Nevertheless, a choice of α can be
fixed to ensure that V , defined by (4.15), is super Lyapunov.
4.6.2

Super Lyapunov Property in Overlap Regions

The main missing ingredient in showing that V is a global super Lyapunov function
is the verification that V is a local Lyapunov function on the overlap regions. In
Propositions 4.6 and 4.7, we show that V1,2 and V2,3 , respectively, are local Lyapunov
functions on their regions of definition. Then in Section 4.6.3, we put everything
together to prove Theorem 4.1, which states that there exists a global super Lyapunov
function for the model problem.
Before stating and proving the two propositions, we first define a few necessary

 1, 2, 3 be the constants from Propositions 4.3,
5
and
4.4, and 4.5. Then define m  mintm1 , m2 , m3 u, γ  mintγ1 , γ2 , γ3 u  5δ
5δ 3
R ¥ maxtR1 , R2 , R3 u so that for i  1, 2, 3, vi px, y q ¡ 1 for all px, y q P Ri pαq with
|px, yq| ¥ R.
constants. Let mi , Ri , and γi for i

Proposition 4.6. For any δ
on R1 pαq X R2 pαq.

P p0, 25 q, V1,2px, yq is a local super Lyapunov function
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¡ R, we have that for all px, yq P R1pαqX R2pαqX Brc
pLV1,2qpx, yq  p1  φph1px, yqqqpLv2qpx, yq φph1px, yqqpLv1qpx, yq E1px, yq
¤ p1  φph1px, yqqqm2 v2γ px, yq  φph1px, yqqm1 v1γ px, yq E1px, yq
¤ mrp1  φph1px, yqqqv2γ px, yq φph1px, yqqv1γ px, yqs E1px, yq
¤ mrV1,2px, yqsγ E1px, yq by convexity


E1 px, y q
γ
 mrV1,2px, yqs 1  m rV px, yqsγ
 1,2
¤ mp1  M1qrV1,2px, yqsγ

Proof of Proposition 4.6. If r

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

where M1 and E1 px, y q are defined as
M1





sup

px,yqPR1 pαqXR2 pαqXBrc

E1 px, y q
m rV1,2 px, y qsγ1



and
E1 px, y q  Lrφph1 px, y qqspv1 px, y q  v2 px, y qq

B rφph px, yqqs B rv px, yq  v px, yqs
2
Bx 1
Bx 1
B
B
2σy rφph1 px, y qqs rv1 px, y q  v2 px, y qs .
By
By
2σx

If we can choose r sufficiently large so that M1

1, then V1,2 px, y q will be a local

super Lyapunov function on R1 pαq X R2 pαq. To show M1

1, we use the scaling

properties of v1 and v2 to map back to a circular arc of radius r
`

a

x2 y 2
,
r

a

x
,
`

and b 



?

α2

4. Let

y
.
`

Then

px, yq P R1pαq X R2pαq X Brc ùñ px, yq  S`p2qpa, bq

with ` ¥ 1 .

Note that h1 px, y q  h1 pa, bq, so
V1,2 px, y q  `δ V1,2 pa, bq

and

rV1,2px, yqsγ  `δ 1rV1,2pa, bqsγ
1
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1

.

As a consequence of these scaling relations, we get that for all px, y q
R2 pαq X Brc ,



E1 px, y q  α|y | 1


σx

y2
x2

P

R1 pαq

X

φ1 ph1 px, y qqrv1  v2 spx, y q


2α|y | 1
α |y | 2
φ
p
h
p
x,
y
qq

φ ph1 px, y qq
1
x3
x2

rv1  v2spx, yq

σy sgnpy qα 2
φ ph1 px, y qqrv1  v2 spx, y q
x

 2σxxα2 |y| φ1ph1px, yqq BBx rv1  v2spx, yq

2σy sgnpy qα 1
B
φ ph1 px, y qq rv1  v2 spx, y q
x
By


`

δ 1

αφ1 ph1 pa, bqq|b| 1

`  αφ2 ph1 pa, bqq
δ 1

`δ2 αφ1 ph1 pa, bqq



b2
a2

σx|b|
a2

rv1pa, bq  v2pa, bqs
σy sgnpbq
a

rv1pa, bq  v2pa, bqs

2σx |b|
rv1pa, bq  v2pa, bqs
a3

2σx|b| B rv pa, bq  v pa, bqsq
1
2
a2 B x
2σy sgnpbq B
`δ2 αφ1 ph1 pa, bqq
a
By rv1pa, bq  v2pa, bqs .

`δ2 αφ1 ph1 pa, bqq

Hence we have that


e1,1 pa, bq
M1 ¤
sup
pa,bqPR1 pαqXR2 pαq m rV1,2 pa, bqsγ1

|px,yq|¥r
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e1,2 pa, bq
2
` m rV1,2 pa, bqsγ1



(4.16)

where


b2
a2

e1,1 pa, bq  αφ1 ph1 pa, bqq|b| 1

 ||

 σ b
x

e1,2 pa, bq  αφ2 ph1 pa, bqq

αφ1 ph1 pa, bqq

a2

rv1pa, bq  v2pa, bqs
σy sgnpbq
a

rv1pa, bq  v2pa, bqs

2σx |b|
rv1pa, bq  v2pa, bqs
a3

2σx|b| B rv pa, bq  v pa, bqs
1
2
a2 B x
2σy sgnpbq B
αφ1 ph1 pa, bqq
a
By rv1pa, bq  v2pa, bqs .

αφ1 ph1 pa, bqq

By explicit computation with v1 and v2 , we can show that e1,1 pa, bq is always negative
for pa, bq in the desired region. The second term of the sum in (4.16), the upper

bound for M1 , can then be made arbitrarily small by choosing ` large enough; this
corresponds to choosing r sufficiently large. This establishes that M1

1, which

completes the proof of the proposition.
We now turn to proving that V2,3 is super Lyapunov.
Proposition 4.7. For any δ
on R2 pαq X R3 pαq.

P p0, 25 q, V2,3px, yq is a local super Lyapunov function

¡ R, then for all px, yq P R2pαq X R3pαq X Brc
pLV2,3qpx, yq  p1  φph2px, yqqqpLv2qpx, yq φph2px, yqqpLv3qpx, yq E2px, yq
¤ p1  φph2px, yqqqm2 v2γ px, yq  φph2px, yqqm3 v3γ px, yq E2px, yq
¤ mrp1  φph2px, yqqqv2γ px, yq φph2px, yqqv3γ px, yqs E2px, yq
¤ mrV2,3px, yqsγ E2px, yq by convexity


E2 px, y q
γ
 mrV2,3px, yqs 1  m rV px, yqsγ
 2,3
¤ mp1  M2qrV2,3px, yqsγ

Proof of Proposition 4.7. If r

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3
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where
M2





sup

px,yqPR2 pαqXR3 pαqXBrc

E2 px, y q
m rV2,3 px, y qsγ3



and
E2 px, y q  Lrφph2 px, y qqspv3 px, y q  v2 px, y qq

B rφph px, yqqs B rv px, yq  v px, yqs
2
Bx 2
Bx 3
B
B
2σy rφph2 px, y qqs rv3 px, y q  v2 px, y qs .
By
By
2σx

If M2

1, then V2,3 px, y q will be a super Lyapunov function on R2 pαq X R3 pαq. To

show M2

1, we use the scaling properties of v2 and v3 to map back to a vertical

line. Let
`

x
,
2α

a  2α,

?

and b  y ` .

Then

px, yq P R2pαq X R3pαq X Brc ùñ px, y, 1q  S`p1qpa, b, `3q
where |b|





P ?12 , 1
V2,3 px, y, 1q satisfies

and `

¥

1. Note that h2 px, y q

V2,3 px, y, 1q  `δ̂ V2,3 pa, b, `3 q and



h2 pa, bq, so V2,3 px, y q

rV2,3px, y, 1qsγ  `δ̂ 1rV2,3pa, b, `3qsγ
3

where
V2,3 px, y, λq  r1  φph2 px, y qqsv2 px, y, λq
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φph2 px, y qqv3 px, y q .

3



Now we have that for all px, y q P R2 pαq X R3 pαq X Brc ,
E2 px, y q 

1

xp5xy 2
α

 α1




2σy q



y 4 φ1 ph2 px, y qqpv3 px, y q  v2 px, y qq



2σy xy φ2 ph2 px, y qqpv3 px, y q  v2 px, y qq

σx y 2

2σx y 2 1
B
φ ph2 px, y qq rv3 px, y q  v2 px, y qs
α
Bx

 4σαy xy φ1ph2px, yqq BBy rv3px, yq  v2px, yqs
 `δ̂

1 ph2 pa, bqq

1φ

α
`δ̂
`δ̂

p5a2b2  2aσy qrv3pa, bq  v2pa, b, `3qs

1 ph2 pa, bqq

1φ

α
1
2

p4abσy q BBy rv3pa, bq  v2pa, b, `3qs

φ2 ph2 pa, bqq
p2abσy qrv3pa, bq  v2pa, b, `3qs
α

`δ̂1

φ2 ph2 pa, bqq
pb2σxqrv3pa, bq  v2pa, b, `3qs
α

`δ̂2

φ1 ph2 pa, bqq 4
b rv3 pa, bq  v2 pa, b, `3 qs
α

`δ̂2

B
φ1 ph2 pa, bqq
p
2b2 σx q rv3 pa, bq  v2 pa, b, `3 qs .
α
Bx

Define N pλ q as follows:


e2,1 pa, b, λq
N pλ q  sup
γ
|b|Pr ?12 ,1s m rV2,3 pa, b, λqs 3
λPp0,λ s
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? e2,2pa, b, λq γ3
`m rV2,3 pa, b, λqs



(4.17)

where
e2,1 pa, b, λq 

φ1 ph2 pa, bqq
p5a2b2  2aσy qrv3pa, bq  v2pa, b, λqs
α
φ1 ph2 pa, bqq
B
p
4abσy q rv3 pa, bq  v2 pa, b, λqs ,
α
By

e2,2 pa, b, λq 

φ2 ph2 pa, bqq
p2abσy qrv3pa, bq  v2pa, b, λqs
α
φ2 ph2 pa, bqq
p
b2 σx qrv3 pa, bq  v2 pa, b, λqs
α
φ1 ph2 pa, bqq 4
b rv3 pa, bq  v2 pa, b, λqs
α
φ1 ph2 pa, bqq
B
p
2b2 σx q rv3 pa, bq  v2 pa, b, λqs .
α
Bx

¡ 0, we can choose r sufficiently large to force M2 (which,
we recall, depends on r) to be less than N pλ q. Ultimately, we will choose λ
sufficiently small so that N pλ q
1. The second term of the sum in (4.17) can

Note that for any λ

be made arbitrarily small by increasing the size of `; again, increasing the size of
` corresponds to increasing r. We now address the first term of the sum in (4.17).
From Lemma 4.4 which is stated and proven below, we see that we can choose the
parameters to make this term negative. Combining all of these observations, we have
demonstrated that M2

1, which completes the proof of the proposition.

Lemma 4.4. There exist positive constants c1 and c2 in the definition of the Poisson
equation for v3 px, y q, and positive α and λ such that for all λ P r0, λ s, the following




inequalities hold for a  2α and |b| P ?12 , 1 :
v3 pa, bq  v2 pa, b, λq ¡ 0
b

B pa, bq  Bv2 pa, b, λq ¡ 0 .
By
By

 v
3
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(4.18)
(4.19)

Proof of Lemma 4.4. Recall that, from (4.13), v3 px, y q can be represented as
v3 px, y q  xδ̂
where τ







c2 Epx,yq eδ̂τ

c1
δ̂



 cδ̂



(4.20)

1

? ?
 inf tt ¡ 0 : |Zt| R r 2α, 2αsu and Zt is the process given in (4.12).

Note that the expectation in (4.20) can be written as the solution to a second-order
ODE, namely:


Epx,yq eδ̂τ



 gp

?

x y q

where g pz q solves the following boundary value problem with  
#

σy g2 pz q 52 zg1 pz q δ̂g pz q  0
g p1q  g p1q  1 .

for z

1
:
2α

P p1, 1q

Define g0 pz q to be the solution to the limiting ODE in (4.21) when 
that g0 pz q can be computed exactly for initial conditions z
g0 pz q 

1

|z|δ

3
5

 0:

.

(4.21)

 0 and note

(4.22)

Now, let v30 px, y q be defined as
v30 px, y q  xδ̂



c1
δ̂



?

c2 g0 p x y q 

c1
δ̂



.

(4.23)

We address the first difference between v3 and v2 in (4.18) as follows. We write
v3 pa, bq  v2 pa, b, λq v3 pa, bq  v30 pa, bq

(4.24)

v30 pa, bq  v2 pa, b, 0q

(4.25)

v2 pa, b, 0q  v2 pa, b, λq .

(4.26)

To show that this difference is positive, we will show that v30 pa, bq  v2 pa, b, 0q ¡
0 and that the other two differences are small in comparison. Similarly, for the
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difference between the y-derivatives of v3 and v2 in (4.19), we write
b

B pa, bq  Bv2 pa, b, λq b Bv3 pa, bq  Bv30 pa, bq
By
By
By
By
 Bv0
Bv2 pa, b, 0q
3
b
p
a, bq 
By
By
 Bv
Bv2 pa, b, λq
2
p
a, b, 0q 
b
By
By

 v
3

 Bv0

and again, we will show that b By3 pa, bq  BBvy2 pa, b, 0q

(4.27)

(4.28)
(4.29)

¡ 0 and the other two differ-

ences are small in comparison. Specifically, we demonstrate that there exist positive
constants c1 and c2 in the Poisson equation for v3 such that the differences in (4.25)
and (4.28) are positive; and then, that there exists α sufficiently large such that the
differences on the righthand sides of (4.24) and (4.27) are comparatively small; and
lastly, that there exists a λ such that (4.26) and (4.29) are comparatively small for
all λ P r0, λ s. For the first of these claims, note that

p2αq2δ 1 qpbq
| b| δ 1
 Bv0

B
v2
p2αq2δ 1 q̃pbq
3
b
p
a, bq 
p
a, b, 0q 
By
By
| b| δ 1
v30 pa, bq  v2 pa, b, 0q 

(4.30)

(4.31)

where q and q̃ are given by
q pbq  2 2 δ
1

1
2

q̃ pbq   δ
and c1

 α c˜

1
1δ 1
2
2

and c2

 α c˜

2
1δ 1
2
2





c˜2 |b| 5

c˜1
δ̂
3
5



1

22δ

1
2

2

c˜1
δ̂

 c˜1 |b|δ

1



δ̂



c˜2 |b| 5
2

δ

1
1

. We note that c1 and c2 are chosen to scale with α

so that v2 and v3 have identical scaling in α. Moreover, as we demonstrate below, c˜1
and c˜2 can be chosen independently of α. It is clear that q̃ is a monotone decreasing
function of |b|; hence it is minimized at the right endpoint of the interval for |b|, that
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is, |b|  1. Thus if we can show q̃ p1q ¡ 0, then it follows that
b
for all |b|

P r2 , 1s.
1
2

B pa, bq  Bv2 pa, b, 0q ¡ 0
By
By

 v0
3

If we can also show q p2 2 q

(4.32)

¡ 0, then from (4.30), we conclude

1

that
v30 pa, 2 2 q  v2 pa, 2 2 , 0q ¡ 0 .
1

1

Combining this with (4.32) gives the desired positivity of (4.25) on the whole interval

|b| P r2 , 1s. Hence, we need only verify that there exist positive values of c˜1 and c˜2
1
2

such that
1
1
q p2 2 q  2 2 δ

1
2

q̃ p1q   δ





1
c˜2 2 5

c˜1
δ̂
3
5



1

22δ

1
2



c˜1
δ̂

p 21 δ 12 q

c˜1
2
δ̂

c˜2





1¡0

1 ¡ 0.

δ

(4.33)
(4.34)

The verification of this is elementary and we omit the details.
We remark that c˜1 and c˜2 can be chosen independently of α, since the above
inequalities have no dependence on α. Thus, choosing positive c˜1 and c˜2 such that
(4.33) and (4.34) are both satisfied, we obtain that for all |b| P r2 2 , 1s,
1

v30 pa, bq  v2 pa, b, 0q ¥ α2δ 1 2 2 δ
5

b

B pa, bq  Bv2 pa, b, 0q ¥ α2δ
By
By

 v0
3

3
2

1 2δ 1

2

q p2 2 q ¡ 0
1

q̃ p1q ¡ 0 .

We turn our attention to making the differences
v3 pa, bq  v30 pa, bq and b

B pa, bq  Bv30 pa, bq
By
By

 v
3

comparatively small. Note that
v3 pa, bq  v30 pa, bq  α2δ 1 2 2 δ
b

B pa, bq  Bv30 pa, bq  α2δ
By
By

 v
3

1

5

3
2

5

3
2

22δ
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c˜1
δ̂

b

c˜1
δ̂



c˜2 rg pbq  g0 pbqs


c˜2 rg1 pbq  g01 pbqs .

To be precise, we will show that

|v3pa, bq  v30pa, bq|
 
Bv0 
 B v3
p
a, bq  3 pa, bq 
b
By
By

1
3
1
3



5

α2δ 1 2 2 δ

3
2



q p2 2 q
1





α2δ 1 22δ 1 q̃ p1q .

This is equivalent to establishing that

 2δ
α

 2δ
α

1

1

5

22δ
5

22δ

3
2











3
2

c˜1
δ̂

c˜2 rg pbq  g0 pbqs

b

c˜1
δ̂

c˜2 rg1 pbq  g01 pbqs

1
3
1
3



5

α2δ 1 2 2 δ

3
2

q p2 2 q
1





α2δ 1 22δ 1 q̃ p1q .



(4.35)
(4.36)

Observe that the same powers of α appear on both sides of each of the above inequalities. Therefore, to prove (4.35) and (4.36), it suffices to show that g pbq and g1 pbq
converge uniformly to g0 pbq and g01 pbq, respectively, for |b|

P r2 , 1s as   2α1 Ñ 0.
1
2

Both of these uniform convergences follow from classical results; see, for example,
[1].
Since  

1
,
2α

we can choose α sufficiently large to guarantee that both (4.35) and

(4.36) hold and that v2 remains a local super Lyapunov function on R2 pαq (recall
that in Proposition 4.4, a lower bound on the size of α was imposed). Finally, by
choosing λ sufficiently small, the differences in (4.26) and (4.29) can be made small

P r0, λs. This is an immediate consequence of the fact that v2pa, b, λq is a
C 2 function of λ P r0, 1s.

for all λ

4.6.3

Proof of Global Super Lyapunov Property

Having established the super Lyapunov property in the overlap regions, we return to
the proof of the existence of a global super Lyapunov function for the model problem,
which is the essence of Theorem 4.1.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Choose V as defined by (4.15). The local super Lyapunov
condition has already been proven in the three regions Ri pαq through Propositions
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4.3, 4.4, and 4.5, and in the overlap regions through Propositions 4.6 and 4.7. All that
remains is to make a global choice of constants. The constant r from Proposition 4.7
was chosen to be valid in all regions; thus, we set R  r. It is sufficient to choose
m  min tm p1  M1 q, m p1  M2 qu
b  sup
γ

|pLV qpx, yq| : x2

5δ
 mintγ1, γ2, γ3u  5δ

y2

¤ R2

m
(

5
.
3

These choices guarantee that for all px, y q P R2

pLV qpx, yq ¤ m rV px, yqsγ
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b.

5
Conclusions and Future Research

In this chapter, we summarize the contributions of this thesis and describe various
avenues for possible future research.

5.1 Summary of Results
This thesis has developed a generalized Lyapunov construction for proving stabilization by noise. Chapter 1 described the mathematical setting under consideration and
the notion of stability used throughout this thesis. It also gave an overview of the
theory of Lyapunov functions. In Chapter 2, we described the systematic algorithm
for the construction of a global Lyapunov function. The main idea was to build local Lyapunov functions as solutions to associated Poisson equations, and then patch
them together to form one smooth global Lyapunov function on the plane. One
of the crucial components to the construction of the local Lyapunov functions was
the use of homogenous scaling transformations. It is our thought that these scaling
techniques could also be applicable to a much broader setting.
Chapter 3 proved key properties of a particular type of Lyapunov function, which
we referred to as a super Lyapunov function. We showed that the existence of
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a super Lyapunov function guarantees that the associated system converges to a
unique invariant probability measure at a uniform, exponential rate. The results
for super Lyapunov functions can easily be extended to the case of general Markov
chains and are not just limited to the phenomenon of noise-induced stabilization. In
Chapter 4, we applied the systematic algorithm outlined in Chapter 2 to construct
a super Lyapunov function for a model problem. This model problem blows up in
finite time in the deterministic setting, but is stabilized by by the addition of white
noise in the y-direction. The model problems helped to more clearly illustrate the
details of the Lyapunov construction algorithm. It is our hope that the algorithm
could be applied to a wide array of problems in order to greatly reduce the amount
of time and difficulty often necessitated in order to construct a Lyapunov function
to prove stabilization.
In the following sections, we describe several possible areas for further research.

5.2 Additional Examples
First of all, we are interested in gathering additional examples of planar systems
which exhibit noise-induced stabilization to which we can apply the algorithm outlined in Chapter 2 for the systematic construction of a Lyapunov function. The
model problem considered in Chapter 4 corresponded to the complex-valued SDE
dZt

 pZtq2dt

x dWtx

y dWty ,

while in [23], Herzog proved a complete characterization of the conditions required
on the noise coefficients in order for the more general system
dZt

 pZtqndt

x dWtx

y dWty ,

with n ¥ 2 to be stable. When n ¡ 2, the system has multiple diffusive regions, and
we wish to apply our systematic algorithm to this more general system in order to
fully test the algorithm’s capabilities.
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Another particular system which we would like to analyze is similar to that considered in [10], given by

 pXt pXtq2Yt  pXtq3qdt
dYt  paYt  pXt q3 qdt y dWty

dXt

x dWtx
(5.1)

where a is the deterministic bifurcation parameter. When a
system, pXt , Yt q, corresponding to x
fact that when X0

 0,

Xt

0

This in turn implies that when X0

 y  0 is unstable.
and Yt

¡ 0, the deterministic

This is evidenced by the

 Y0eat .

 0,
lim |Yt |  8 .

Ñ8

t

In fact, for all initial conditions other than the three equilibrium points, the process approaches infinity. Since the system wanders off to infinity for certain initial
conditions, it is unstable according to the definition of stability given in Section 1.2.
Figure 5.1 shows an example deterministic trajectory with a



1. Note that

the system is symmetric about the origin and contains three unstable equilibrium
points: the origin and two other points out of which spiraling trajectories emanate.
If the process starts in the right half plane, it wanders off to infinity in the negative
y-direction; similarly, if the process starts in the left half plane, it wanders off to
infinity in the positive y-direction.
The instability of this system differs in many respects from the instability of the
model problem analyzed in Chapter 4. First of all, the model problem blows up in
finite time for certain initial conditions, while this system only blows up as t

Ñ 8.

Secondly, the instability in the model problem is concentrated solely on the positive
x-axis, and for all other initial conditions, the process flows in towards the origin.
The addition of noise is able to stabilize the model problem by kicking the process
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Figure 5.1: Example deterministic trajectory for the system given by (5.1) with
a  1.
away from the axis and directing the flow inward. However, in the system defined
by (5.1), the noise stabilizes the system by connecting the two unstable trajectories
in opposite halves of the plane to form a quasi-periodic orbit. A simulation of the
system is shown in Figure 5.2.
While it is clear from the simulation that the process defined by (5.1) exhibits
noise-induced stabilization, the systematic algorithm outlined in Chapter 2 could be
utilized in order to rigorously prove that the system does indeed exhibit the stabilization phenomenon. Moreover, the algorithm could be applied to a wide variety of
other systems in order to construct a global Lyapunov function to prove stabilization
by noise.
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Figure 5.2: A simulation of the system given by (5.1) with a  1.

5.3 Sufficient Criteria for Stabilization
It is often not clear a priori whether or not an unstable deterministic system will
be able to be stabilized by the introduction of noise into the system. Hence, we
would like to utilize the generalized algorithm outlined in Chapter 2 in order to
produce at least sufficient criteria for guaranteeing when this phenomenon will occur.
Due to the complexity of the stabilization phenomenon, we are doubtful that a
complete characterization of the necessary and sufficient criteria for stabilization
could be identified. Nevertheless, our hope is that the scaling techniques described
in our algorithm could help elucidate properties of the generator that would ensure
stabilization.
Below, we describe a particular example of a system that does not exhibit noiseinduced stabilization, but which appears to on a superficial level, as a cautionary
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y

x

Figure 5.3: Example deterministic trajectories for the system given by (5.2).
tale of the delicacy of this issue. Consider the system

 pXtq2Ytdt x dWtx
dYt  Xt pYt q2 dt y dWty

dXt

(5.2)

whose deterministic trajectories are illustrated in Figure 5.3. The figure illustrates
that in the deterministic setting corresponding to x
to infinity for all initial conditions with X0 , Y0

 y  0, the process wanders off

 0. Both axes consist of a continuum

of equilibrium points. If the process starts off of the axes, then whichever quadrant
the process begin in, it remains in that quadrant for all time.
One’s first guess might be that the addition of noise in both directions would
induce stability by allowing the process to jump over the axes, connecting the four
unstable deterministic trajectories and forming a quasi-periodic orbit. However, (5.2)
is actually a Hamiltonian system with the Hamiltonian function H px, y q
i.e.,
dXt

 BH pXByt , Yt q dt

dYt

  BH pXBxt , Yt q dt
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x dWtx
y dWty .



1 2 2
xy ,
2

By direct computation of the adjoint of the associated generator, it can be shown
that Lebesgue measure is invariant for any Hamiltonian system of this form. Thus,
the system does not exhibit noise-induced stabilization. While the addition of noise
does allow the process to traverse all four quadrants rather than zooming off to
infinity along one particular axis within the initial quadrant, the perturbed system
wanders off to infinity by spiraling outward. The location where the process hits the
axes as it traverses the four quadrants is a random variable that varies over time,
and its distribution does not decay sufficiently quickly.
The system given by (5.2) has many similarities to the system given by (5.1)
and we would like to more precisely pinpoint why the latter exhibits noise-induced
stabilization while the former does not. Both systems wander off to infinity in the
deterministic setting and, in both cases, noise allows the processes to traverse between
regions of deterministic instability. Yet in one, the noise creates a quasi-periodic
behavior, but for the other, the system still wanders off to infinity. Our hope is
to develop criteria to distinguish between the two cases. We are also interested in
analyzing what minimal changes could be made to (5.2) in order to preserve the
deterministic phase portrait, but allow for the addition of noise to have a stabilizing
effect.
Since it is often of interest to determine the minimum amount of noise necessary
for stabilization, we also wish to utilize the systematic algorithm in order to determine
the minimum restriction on the values of x and y in order for a system which
exhibits noise-induced stabilization to be stabilized. This minimum restriction would
certainly depend upon the particular example under consideration, but the key idea
would be to analyze the diffusion terms in the generator in order to determine which
ones are dominant under certain scalings.
It is often helpful to simulate the solution to an SDE in order to gain intuition into
its behavior. The simulations can help determine whether or not a particular sys85

tem exhibits noise-induced stabilization before attempting to construct a Lyapunov
function. The simulations can also aid in pinpointing where the critical diffusive
regions are located and possible restrictions on the noise coefficients. In addition, for
systems exhibiting noise-induced stabilization, simulations can provide insight into
the properties of the invariant probability measure. The model problem presented
in Chapter 4, as well as the example system defined by (5.1) and described in Section 5.2, were simulated in Matlab using the basic Forward Euler-Maruyama method.
We would like to develop more sophisticated simulation techniques for these types
of problems.

5.4 Higher Dimensions and Multiplicative Noise
The systematic algorithm outlined in Chapter 2 was presented exclusively for planar
systems. However, we wish to extend the algorithm to three-dimensional (or even
higher dimensional) systems where the regions of deterministic instability may be
more difficult to characterize. This extension would not be elementary since Brownian motion has different properties in three and higher dimensional systems and,
heuristically, there are more possible routes to infinity.
It is interesting to note that in one dimension it is impossible for additive noise
to stabilize an unstable deterministic system. This can easily be shown using onedimensional Feller theory [22]. Moreover, Scheutzow proved in [32] that a perturbation by additive white noise of any one-dimensional deterministic system that blows
up in finite time results in a perturbed system that blows up in finite time with
strictly positive probability. However, multiplicative noise can indeed stabilize an
unstable one-dimensional system, which is evident in the classic example of geometric Brownian motion: if Xt

P R is the solution to the SDE
dXt

 aXt
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Xt dWt

where  ¥ 0 and Wt is one-dimensional Brownian motion, then Xt is called geometric
Brownian motion. If a

¡ 0 and   0, Xt is unbounded for any X0  0, and hence

unstable. It can be shown using the law of the iterated logarithm (see [30]) that if
2

¡ 2a, then Xt is not only stable, but in fact
lim Xt

Ñ8

t

0

with probability one

for any initial condition.
Our algorithm, which was presented with only additive noise, could easily be
extended to the case of multiplicative noise in two-dimensional systems. Thus, we
could extend the mathematical setting for Xt described in Section 1.1 to SDEs of the
form
dXt
where σ

 ϕpXtqdt

σ pXt q  dWt

(5.3)

P C 2pR2 Ñ R2  R2q.

The phenomenon of noise-induced stabilization is a very rich and intriguing area
of study, and it is hoped that the contributions made in this thesis, such as the systematic Lyapunov construction, scaling techniques, and super Lyapunov properties,
will aid relevant applications and inspire further research in this area.
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Appendix A
Model Problem in Polar Coordinates

We analyze the complex-valued SDE
dZt
where Zt



Xt

iYt

P

C and Wt

 Zt2dt

dWt



iWty , with Wtx and Wty independent

Wtx

(A.1)

standard one-dimensional Brownian motions. Written in Cartesian coordinates, this
SDE is equivalent to the model problem presented in Chapter 4 given by (4.2) with




x



y . We now consider the SDE written in polar coordinates; hence, we

 Rteiθ , Rt ¥ 0 for all t, and θ0 P pπ, πs. We
may also write Rt and θt in terms of Zt and Z̄t  Rt eiθ :
analyze the system pRt , θt q where Zt

t

t

Rt



a

Zt Z̄t and θt



1
ln
2i



Zt
Z̄t

.

Note that Z̄t satisfies the SDE:
dZ̄t

 Z̄t2dt

dW̄t .

The polar coordinates help elucidate many properties of the dynamics since the
deterministic trajectories are circular. In particular, the polar coordinates enable us
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to easily compute an asymptotic expansion of the invariant probability density, which
we calculate in Section A.3. We first analyze the deterministic system, corresponding
to   0, in polar coordinates.

A.1 Deterministic System in Polar Coordinates
Setting 

 0, we can explicitly solve for the deterministic solution in polar coordi-

nates. Using the fact that

Zt

 1 Z0Z t

and Z̄t

0

 1 Z̄0Z̄ t
0

we obtain that Rt satisfies
Rt




a

Zt Z̄t

d

R0 eiθ0
1  R0 eiθ0 t

a

R02 t2



R0 eiθ0
1  R0 eiθ0 t

R0
 2R0 cos pθ0qt

1

and that θt satisfies
θt



1
ln
2i



1
2i

 θ0
 θ0



Zt
Z̄t



ln pe

2iθ0

1
ln
2i



q

ln

1  R0 eiθ0 t
1  R0 eiθ0 t

1  R0 cos pθ0 qt iR0 sin pθ0 qt
1  R0 cos pθ0 qt  iR0 sin pθ0 q



arctan



R0 sin pθ0 qt
1  R0 cos pθ0 qt

.

Note that we take the range of arctan to be r0, π q if θ0
to be

pπ, 0s if θ

0.

¥ 0 and we take the range
We observe that if R0  0, then Rt  0 for all t; hence, the
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origin is an equilibrium point. We also observe that if θ0

 0, then we obtain the

following relationship between Rt and θt :
Rt





sin pθt q .

R0
sin pθ0 q

Hence, the process follows a circle with



radius

R0
and center
2| sin pθ0 q|





0,

R0
2 sin pθ0 q

.

In this case, we also note that the following limits show that the process approaches
the origin, but does not reach it in finite time:
lim θt

Ñ8

t

lim Rt

Ñ8

t

 θ0

tan1 ptan pθ0 qq  θ0

a
 tlim
Ñ8

R0
R02 t2  2R0 cos pθ0 qt

psgnpθ0qπ  θ0q  sgnpθ0qπ
1

 0.

The instability of the deterministic system occurs when θ0
fact that θ0

 0 implies θt  0 for all t and
Rt

and

 0, evidenced by the

 1 RR0 t .
0

Hence Rt blows up in finite time, where the blow up time is t 

1
.
R0

We now consider

the perturbed system in polar coordinates.

A.2 Perturbed System in Polar Coordinates
We use Ito’s formula to rewrite the complex-valued SDE given by (A.1) in polar coordinates. We first note the following quadratic variations and quadratic covariation
of Wt and W̄t :

xWt, Wty  xWtx iWty , Wtx iWty y  t  t  0
xW̄t, W̄ty  xWtx  iWty , Wtx  iWty y  t  t  0
xWt, W̄ty  xWtx iWty , Wtx  iWty y  t t  2 .
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Note that if we considered x Wtx

iy Wtx rather than Wt , the quadratic variations

and quadratic covariation would not exhibit the simplification found in the above
calculations. Hence for simplicity, we consider noise added equally in both directions
in the polar setting. We now apply Ito’s formula to
Rt

 f pZt, Z̄tq

Thus we obtain that
d

dRt

 12

where f px, y q 

?xy .

d

pdZtqpdZ̄tq

1
2

Zt
dZ̄t
Z̄t

4 Zt Z̄t

 e 2 pRt2e2iθ dt

dWt q

eiθt 2 2iθt
pRt e dt
2

Z̄t
dZt
Zt

iθt



t



Rt2

eiθt

eiθt

2
dt
2Rt

dt

2

2
dt
2Rt

 Rt2 cos pθtqdt

1

a

dW̄t q

 iθt
pe dWt
2

pcos pθt qdWtx

2
dt
2Rt

eiθt dW̄t q

sin pθt qdWty q .

We next apply Ito’s formula to
θt

 gpZt, Z̄tq

where g px, y q 

1
ln
2i



x
y

.

Thus we obtain that
1
1
dθt 
dZt 
dZ̄t
2iZt
2iZ̄t

iθt

 e2iR pRt2e2iθ dt

dWt q 

t

t

 Rt



eiθt

 eiθ



t

2i

dt









eiθt
pR2e2iθt dt
2iRt t

dW̄t q

eiθt
eiθt
dWt 
dW̄t
2iRt
2iRt

eiθt

 eiθ

 Rt sin pθtqdt


Rt

 Rt sin pθtqdt


p sin pθtqdWtx
Rt

2i
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t



dWtx

eiθt

eiθt

cos pθt qdWty q .

2

dWty

We may simplify the SDEs for Rt and θt by defining BtR and Btθ from the following
equations
sin pθt qdWty

dBtR

 cos pθtqdWtx

dBtθ

  sin pθtqdWtx

cos pθt qdWty .

By [30], BtR and Btθ are independent standard one-dimensional Brownian motions.
Hence, we may rewrite the SDEs for Rt and θt as
dRt

 Rt2 cos pθtqdt

2
dt
2Rt

dθt

 Rt sin pθtqdt


dB θ .
Rt t

dBtR
(A.2)

A.3 Asymptotic Expansion of Invariant Density
The generator, L, for the two-dimensional SDE defined by (A.2), in polar coordinates,
is given by:

pLρqpr, θq  r2 cos θ BρpBr,r θq
where κ 

2
2

r sin θ

Bρpr, θq
Bθ

κr∆ρspr, θq

and ∆ is the polar Laplacian, i.e.,
2
p∆ρqpr, θq  1r BρpBr,r θq B ρBprr,2 θq

1 B 2 ρpr, θq
.
r2 B θ2

We consider the adjoint operator, L , given by:

pLρqpr, θq   cosr θ BBr rr3ρpr, θqs  r BBθ rsin θρpr, θqs




4r cos θρpr, θq

r

2

Bρpr, θq
cos θ
Br

κr∆ρspr, θq


B
ρpr, θq
r sin θ
Bθ

κr∆ρspr, θq .

It is well known (see [30]) that the invariant probability density, ρpr, θq, for (A.2)
satisfies the PDE

pLρqpr, θq  0 .
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We now calculate an asymptotic expansion for ρpr, θq of the form

8̧

ρpr, θq 



n 0

1

ρn
rn 3

pθq

(A.3)

to consider the asymptotic decay of the invariant probability density. Note that in
order for ρpr, θq to be a valid probability density, we must have
» 2π » 8
0

0

ρpr, θqrdrdθ

 1.

Our expansion given in (A.3) is not integrable at zero; however, the expansion will
still be useful for analyzing the decay of the invariant probability density for large
radii. Note that we start the expansion with

1
r3

because in order for the density to

be integrable at infinity, it must decay faster than

pL0 ρqpr, θq  4r cos θρpr, θq
Then L

 L0

r2 cos θ

1
.
r2

We define L0 by:

Bρpr, θq
Br

r sin θ

Bρpr, θq .
Bθ

κ∆. Applying L0 and ∆ to the terms in the asymptotic expansion

given by (A.3), we observe that
L



1

ρn
rn 3

0



∆

1

ρn
rn 3



pθq  rn1 2 pp1  nq cos θρnpθq


pθq  rn1 5 ppn

Thus, in order for
L



8̧

3q2 ρn pθq

sin θρ1n pθqq and

ρ2n pθqq .



1

n
 r

ρ
3 n

pθq  0,

n 0

we must have that

p1  nq cos θρnpθq
p1  nq cos θρnpθq

sin θρ1n pθq  0 for n  0, 1, 2
sin θρ1n pθq  n2 ρn3 pθq
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ρ2n3 pθq for n ¥ 3 .

The general solution to the ODE

p1  nq cos θρnpθq

sin θρ1n pθq  0

is given by
ρn pθq  cn sinpn1q θ
where cn is a constant. Now we know a priori that ρn pθq must be an even function
due to the symmetry properties of the dynamics. Hence, cn
Therefore, the leading term in the asymptotic expansion is

c1
,
r4

decay rate of the invariant probability density for large radii.
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0 for all even n.

which indicates the

Appendix B
Model Problem with Degenerate Noise

In this appendix, we consider the model problem described in Chapter 4 given by
(4.2) with degenerate noise in the x-direction; i.e., we consider x



0 and y

¡

0. In Section B.1 we characterize the positivity of the density function for the
model problem in this case. The positivity result fulfills the assumptions required in
Section 3.4.2 in order to guarantee that a minorization condition holds for the model
problem. Hence, the positivity result, along with the existence of a super Lyapunov
function proven in Chapter 4, completes the proof that the model problem converges
to its invariant probability measure at a uniform, exponential rate. In Section B.2,
we use the properties of the density to characterize the positivity of the invariant
probability measure.

B.1 Positivity of Density
From Section 3.4.2, we know that a continuous density function, pt px, x1 q, exists for

 0 and y ¡ 0. However,
unlike the nondegenerate noise setting, it is no longer true that pt px, x1 q ¡ 0 for all
the model problem in the case of degenerate noise with x
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t

¡ 0 and x, x1 P R2.

Below, we state and prove a theorem which characterizes the

positivity of the density in the case of degenerate noise.

 0 and y ¡ 0, then for any x  px, yq P R2 with x 0,
there exists T so that pt px, x q ¡ 0 for all t ¥ T and for all x P R2 . Furthermore, if
x0  px0 , y0 q P R2 with x0 0 and x1  px1 , y1 q P R2 with x1 ¥ 0, then pt px0 , x1 q  0
for all t ¡ 0.
Theorem B.1. If x

The proof of this theorem relies heavily on results from Malliavin calculus and
control theory, as described in [4, 6, 7]. We give an overview of these results and how
they apply to our setting in the following section. Then in Section B.1.2 we state and
prove two intermediary lemmas before finally proving Theorem B.1 in Section B.1.3.
B.1.1

Results from Malliavin Calculus and Control Theory

For the process Xt

 pXt, Ytq satisfying (4.2) with x  0 and y ¡ 0, i.e.,
 ppXtq2  pYtq2qdt
dYt  2Xt Yt dt y dWty

dXt

and any Ut

P L2pRq, we can associate the process XUt  pXtU , YtU q which solves the

following ODE:
dXtU

 ppXtU q2  pYtU q2qdt

dYtU

 2XtU YtU dt

(B.1)

Ut .

Note that XUt is a continuous function of t. We will refer to Ut as the control and
denote by Xt the solution to the deterministic system corresponding to either y
or Ut

 0. For T ¡ 0 and x P R2, we consider the function ΦT,x defined by
ΦT,x pU q  pXTU , YTU q where

pX0U , Y0U q  x .

Translating [4] to our current setting, we obtain the following proposition.
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0

Proposition B.1. pT px, x1 q ¡ 0 if and only if there exists a control U

p1q

P L2pr0, T s, Rq

p2q

so that ΦT,x pU q  pΦT,x pU q, ΦT,x pU qq  x1 and


p1q
p1q
p2q
}
DΦT,x pU q}2L
x
DΦT,x pU q, DΦT,x pU qyL
MT,x pU q 
xDΦpT,1qxpU q, DΦpT,2qxpU qyL
}DΦT,p2qxpU q}2L

2

2

2

(B.2)

2

is nondegenerate, where D represents the Frechet derivative.
It is straightforward to deduce that the matrix MT,z is nondegenerate if there
exists a time t0

P r0, T s

so that Φt0 ,x pU q



0. Thus, as a consequence of this

proposition, to prove the positivity of pt px, x1 q for two given points

x, x1

P R2, we

simply need to find a control U for which Φt,x pU q  x1 and for which the path does

not spend all of its time at the origin. Since the path is continuous in time, this last
condition poses no restriction if either

x or x1 is not the origin. If both x and x1

are the origin, it is still elementary to find a control satisfying the second condition
which still also satisfies Φt,x pU q  x1 .
We construct the required control functions through the two lemmas in Section B.1.2. In the first lemma, we construct a control that maps any point

x P R2

pa, 0q for some a ¡ 0. In the second
lemma, we construct a control that can map a point of the form pa, 0q with a ¡ 0 to
to any point in the left-half plane of the form

a point in the left-half plane. In Section B.1.3, we complete the proof of Theorem B.1
by combining the two lemmas to form a control that can map any point

x P R2 to

any point x1 in the left-half plane. We prove that the control constructed has the
desired properties.

 upXtU , YtU , tq for some piecewise
smooth u : R2 r0, T s Ñ R. At first glance, this might seem ill-defined since pXtU , YtU q
depends on the function Ut . However, pXtU , YtU q can be defined in a self-contained
All the controls we design will take the form Ut
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way as the solution to the ODE
dXtU

 ppXtU q2  pYtU q2qdt

dYtU

 2XtU YtU dt

upXtU , YtU , tq .

Then, with this solution in hand, one can define Ut
B.1.2

 upXtU , YtU , tq.

Intermediary Lemmas

We now state and prove the two intermediary lemmas which are used to construct
the control required in Theorem B.1.

¡ 0, there exists a positive T  Tpaq such that for all
¡ T, there exists a control U P L2pr0, T s, Rq for which

Lemma B.1. For any a

x0

P

R2 and for all T

ΦT,x0 pU q  pa, 0q, i.e.,

pX0U , Y0U q  x0
Proof of Lemma B.1. Fix a
case y0

and

pXTU , YTU q  pa, 0q .

¡ 0 and x0  px0, y0q where y0 ¥ 0.

By symmetry, the

0 follows analogously. As discussed above, we implicitly construct Ut

upXtU , YtU , tq where u : R2



 r0, T s Ñ R is an explicit function which is continuous

and piecewise smooth. This in turn implies that the resulting Ut is a continuous,
piece-wise smooth control which produces a path from

x0 at time 0 to

pa, 0q at

time T .
We construct the control to produce a path that passes through two intermediate
points

x1

 px1, y1q and x2  px2, y2q, which will be specified below.

traverse this path from

x0 to x1 is denoted T0 , the time to traverse from x1 to x2

is denoted T1 , and the time to traverse from
T

 T0

T1

The time to

x2 to

pa, 0q is denoted T2.

Thus,

T2 .

We will see that once the endpoints

x0  px0 , y0 q and pa, 0q are fixed, the only

free parameter in the construction will be y1 . Once it is fixed, all other variables
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needed to define the intermediate points, namely x1 , x2 , and y2 , and the time necessary to traverse the path, are completely determined. Hence we view T

 T0

T1 T2

as a function of y1 . It will be clear from the construction that T is a continuous function of y1 ; hence by the intermediate value theorem, any time between mintT py1 qu
y1

and maxtT py1 qu can be achieved. We estimate the minimum and show that the
y1

maximum is infinity.
We start by constructing our trajectory. As already mentioned, we utilize a
control Ut

 upXtU , YtU , tq where
$
'
&u0 x, y

p q
upx, y, tq  u1 px, y q
'
%
u2 px, y q
with the ui px, y q as specified below.
Path from

x0 to x1 : Let u0 px, yq

which implies that YtU
YT0

t

y0 .

for t P r0, T0 s
for t P pT0 , T0 T1 s
for t P pT0 T1 , T s

 2xy

P r0, T0s, dYtU  dt,
For any y1 ¡ y0 , we choose T0  y1  y0 so that
1. Then for t

 y1. Thus T0 can be chosen arbitrarily large based upon the choice of y1 and is

clearly a continuous function of y1 . Note that the value of x1 is uniquely determined
by

x0 and the choice of y1 .
Path from

x1 to x2 : Once x1 is determined, x2 is chosen to be the unique point

at the intersection between the deterministic trajectory emanating from

x1 and the

ball of radius 2a about the origin, in the upper left-half plane. Since we want the
trajectory to follow the deterministic curve, we set u1 px, y q  0. The coordinates of

x2 can be calculated explicitly in terms of the coordinates of x1 :
b

x2



4a2



y22

and y2



4a2 y1
.
x21 y12

(B.3)

In Proposition 4.1, we proved that under the deterministic dynamics, the time to
reach a ball of radius R about the origin is uniformly bounded by
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2
,
R

independent of

¤ a1 for all choices of x0 P R2 and y1, which as already
discussed completely determines x1 P R2 . In addition, T1 is a continuous function of

the initial condition. Thus, T1

y1 , since the trajectories deform smoothly as y1 is varied and do not coincide at any

x1 and x2 .

point with a trajectory requiring infinite time to travel between

It will be useful in what follows to have bounds on x2 and y2 . Hence we further
restrict our choice of y1 by assuming that y1

¥ maxpy0, 8aq.
?
 15a
.
2

In light of (B.3), this

P p0, a2 s and 2a x2
Path from x2 to pa, 0q: We use a linear path to connect x2 and pa, 0q. More
0 and u2 px, y q  2xy mpx2  y 2 q. Then for
specifically, we set m  a y x
t P pT0 T1 , T s, dYtU  mXtU dt, and hence YtU  mpXtU  x2 q y2 . Since over this
time interval, pXtU , YtU q is moving linearly from a point on the circle of radius 2a to
a point on the circle of radius a, we know that XtU P r2a, as and YtU P r0, a{2s for
all t P rT0 T1 , T s. From this, a bound on T2 is easily obtained: along this path,
choice implies that y2

2

2

2

X9 tU
Thus XtU

¥ 3a4 rt  pT0
2

 pXtU q2  pYtU q2 ¥ a2  a4  3a4
T1 qs

x2 . Hence,

2

a  XTU ¥ 3a4 T2
2

.

x2 . When combined

with the previous fact that |x2 | ¤ 2a, this estimate in turn implies that
T2
for all

x0

¤ 3a4 2 p|x2|  aq ¤ 3a4

P R2 and all choices of y1.

With this bound in hand, it is clear that T2

depends continuously on y1 since T2 depends continuously on the point
depends continuously on T1 and

x2 , which

x1 , both of which depend continuously on y1 .

In summary, we have constructed a family of controls U , depending on a parameter y1 , which form a path from

x0 to

pa, 0q in time T ,

where T is a con-

tinuous function of y1 . Figure B.1 gives an illustration of an example path. Since
T

 T0

T1

T2 and T0 increases to infinity as y1 increases to infinity, we are as100

y

y

px1, y1q

 x

y

x

px0, y0q

px2, y2q
x

pa, 0q

Figure B.1: An example control path connecting px0 , y0 q and
sured that maxtT py1 qu
y1

 8.

pa, 0q.

To conclude the proof, we need an upper bound on

mintT py1 qu which is independent of
y1

x0 .

¥ maxt8a, y0u and deduced that T1 ¤ a1 and
4
T2 ¤ 3a
for all x0 P R2 and choices of y1 . Since T0  y1  y0 , we see that
Recall that we have assumed that y1

mintT py1 q : y1
Hence if we set T paq  8a

7
,
3a

¥ maxp8a, y0qu ¤ 8a

1
a

4
.
3a

we ensure that the range of T py1 q includes rT paq, 8q.

P rTpaq, 8q, the intermediate value theorem guarantees the
existence of some point y1 with T py1 q  T .
Hence for any value T

In the following lemma, we show that for any fixed terminal point x in the lefthalf plane, the process can traverse from a point of the form

pa, 0q with a ¡ 0 to

x by a suitably constructed control.

 px, yq with x 0 be fixed. Then there exist an a ¡ 0, a
finite time T  , and a control U P L2 pr0, T  s Ñ Rq such that it takes exactly time T 
Lemma B.2. Let z 
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for the process XUt to traverse from the point

pX0U , Y0U q  pa, 0q

and

pa, 0q to x, i.e.,
pXTU , YTU q  x .

Proof of Lemma B.2. By symmetry, it suffices to consider the case where

x



px, yq in the left-half plane lies on or above the x-axis. Here, we examine three
different possibilities, depending upon whether x P B1 , B2 , or B3 , where
B1  tpx, y q : x 0, 0 ¤ y |x|u
B2  tpx, y q : x 0, y ¡ |x|u
B3  tpx, y q : x 0, y  |x|u .
 upXtU , YtU , tq.
Case 1: x  px , y  q P B1 : We choose any a ¡ |x | and construct a linear path
from pa, 0q to x by setting
Our control will again be of the form Ut

upx, y q  2xy

mpx

y
aq where m  
x
a

¡ 0.

It is elementary to check that the x-derivative along this linear path from

pa, 0q

to x is strictly positive and bounded from below. Therefore the time T  to move
between pa, 0q and x is finite.

 px, yq P B2: We choose 0 a 1 so that a |x|. This
guarantees that pa, 0q lies to the right of the terminal point x . We construct the
control in three parts by specifying two intermediate points, denoted x1  px1 , y1 q
and x2  px2 , y2 q, between pa, 0q and x . The point x1 is chosen to lie in B1 , to
the right of pa, 0q and just below the line y  x. The point x2 is chosen to lie just
above the line y  x, to the right of x . We employ a linear path to move between
pa, 0q and x1 in time T1, a path along which the y-derivative is strictly positive to
cross the line y  x in time T2 , and another linear path to travel from x2 to x in
Case 2:

x
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time T3 . Each of these times can be easily bounded and is completely determined
by the choices of

x1 and x2 . We will then set T   T1

T2

T3 .

x1 and x2 shortly. Given these points, we let

We specify the points

m1

 x y1 a

and m2

1


 xy  xy2

2

be the slopes of the linear paths. We then define the control by
$
'
&u1 x, y

p q  2xy
upx, y, tq  u2 px, y q  2xy
'
%
u3 px, y q  2xy

m1 px aq
1
m2 px  x2 q

for t P p0, T1 s
for t P pT1 , T1 T2 s .
for t P pT1 T2 , T  s

y2

Since in region B1 , the x-derivative is always positive and in region B2 , the xderivative is always negative, T1 and T3 will be finite if and only if x1
x

¡ a and

x2 . Our choices of x1 and x2 will satisfy these restrictions. The first restriction


 px1, y1q   a2 , a4 . Note that for t P pT1, T1
controlled system XUt  pXtU , YtU q is the solution to the ODE
is satisfied by setting

x1

dXtU

 pXtU q2  pYtU q2

dYtU

 dt



with initial condition pXTU1 , YTU1 q

 px1, y1q. Set y2 
implies that T2  a2 . Moreover, for t P pT1 , T1 T2 s,
dXtU

¥ p q ¥ 
YtU 2



3a
4

T2 s, the

dt

3a
.
4

Then YTU2

 y2  y1

T2

2

.

This in turn implies that
XTU2
since a

 x2 ¥ x1 

1. Thus, x



3a
4

2

a
T2  
2



9a3
32

¡ a

x2 . Therefore, the total time T  is finite. Figure B.2

illustrates an example path connecting

pa, 0q and x  px, yq when x P B2.
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y

 x

y

p x , y  q

px2, y2q

px1, y1q
x

pa, 0q
Figure B.2: An example control path connecting
Case 3:

pa, 0q and px, yq P B2.

x  px , y q P B3 : We note that every point on the line y  x, except

the origin, intersects with a single deterministic trajectory. We use the arguments
in the previous case to construct a control to reach an intermediate point
such that

x2

P B2

x2 lies on the deterministic trajectory through x , and from here we use

 px, xq, we need
only choose a point x2  px2 , y2 q in the left-half plane and above y  x such that
x y
 x. For instance, we can choose a point y2  2x2 with x2  4{5x.
2y
the deterministic dynamics to reach x . In particular, for x

2
2

2
2

2

B.1.3

Proof of Theorem B.1

We now invoke the two lemmas proven above, as well as the results from Malliavin
calculus and control theory, to prove the theorem regarding the positivity of the
density function.
Proof of Theorem B.1. Let x

 px, yq with x
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0 be fixed. Then by Lemma B.2,

¡ 0, a finite time T̄ , and a control Ū P L2pr0, T̄ s Ñ Rq such that
it takes exactly time T̄  for the process XŪt to traverse from the point pa, 0q to
x . Now by Lemma B.1, there exists a finite time T̂  such that for all T ¥ T̂  and
for all x P R2 , there exists a control Û P L2 pr0, T s Ñ Rq such that it takes exactly
time T for the process XÛt to traverse from the point x to the point pa, 0q. We set
T   T̄  T̂  . Then for any T ¡ T  and any x P R2 , we construct the following

there exist an a

control:
Ut



#

Ût
Ūt

for t P r0, T  T̄  q
.
for t P rT  T̄  , T s

P L2pr0, T s Ñ Rq and U induces a path from x to x in exactly time T .
Thus, ΦT,x pU q  x . Combining this fact with Proposition B.1 proves the positivity
Then U

claim in Theorem B.1.
The fact that pt px0 , x1 q
with x0

 0 when x0 is in the left-half plane (i.e., x0  px0, y0q
0) and x1 is in the right-half plane (i.e., x1  px1 , y1 q with x1 ¡ 0) follows

from Proposition B.1, provided we can show that there is no control which moves
the process from

x0 to x1 . To see this, observe that except for the fixed point at

the origin, the vector field for any control always points toward the left half-plane
along the y-axis. Hence it is impossible to leave the left-half plane. The fact that
pt px0 , x1 q  0 when x1

 0 follows from the continuity of ptpx0, x1q.

B.2 Positivity of Invariant Measure
In this section we give a characterization of the positivity of the invariant probability
measure for the model problem, which is summarized in the theorem below.
Theorem B.2. If y

¡ 0, then the invariant probability measure µ for the model

problem given by (4.2) has a smooth density with respect to Lebesgue measure, denoted
by m. If x

¡ 0 and y ¡ 0, then mpx, yq ¡ 0 for all px, yq P R2.
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If x

 0 and

y

¡ 0, then mpx, yq  0 if x ¥ 0 and mpx, yq ¡ 0 if x

0.

Proof of Theorem B.2. The existence of a smooth invariant probability density, m,
follows from the hypoellipticity of the generator, and hence hypoellipticity of the
adjoint generator, when y
µpAq 




»
R2

»

¡ 0 since m satisfies Lm  0. Now for any t ¥ 0,

Pt px1 , Aqµpdx1 q
»

R2

A

A

R2

» »

pt px1 , xqmpx1 qdxdx1
pt px1 , xqmpx1 qdx1 dx by Fubini’s Theorem.

Hence, m satisfies the equality
mpxq 

»
R2

pt px1 , xqmpx1 qdx1

(B.4)

for all t ¥ 0.
We now consider the positivity of the invariant probability density. Suppose there
exists a point

x such that for some t ¡ 0,
pt px1 , xq ¡ 0 for all

x1 P R2 .

(B.5)

Then since m integrates to one and is smooth, there must exist some open set A such
that mpx1 q ¡ 0 for all x1

P A. Combining this observation with (B.4), we obtain
mpxq ¥

»
A

pt px1 , xqmpx1 qdx1

¡ 0.

Hence we deduce that mpxq is positive at any point x which satisfies (B.5). Applying
this result to the information on the positivity of pt in the case of nondegenerate noise
and the case of degenerate noise from Theorem B.1, we obtain the conclusions about
the positivity of mpxq stated in Theorem B.2.
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To deduce the statement that mpx, y q  0 for x ¥ 0 when x

 0 and y ¡ 0, we
use Theorem B.1, which states that if x P H  tpx, y q P R2 : x ¥ 0u and x1 P H ,
where H is defined to be the complement of H , then pt px1 , xq  0 for all t ¡ 0.
This implies that if x P H , then
mpxq 

»

pt px1 , xqmpx1 qdx1 .

H

Integrating this expression over H and interchanging the order of integration, we
obtain
»
H

mpxqdx 




»

»
H

»
H

»
H

pt px1 , xqmpx1 qdx1 dx

H

mpx1 q

»
H

pt px1 , xqdxdx1

Pt px1 , H qmpx1 qdx1 .

This implies that
»
H

Since mpxq

¥

p1  Ptpx, H qqmpxqdx 

0 and Pt px, H q

Lebesgue-almost-every

¥

»
H

0 for all

x

Pt px, H qmpxqdx  0 .

P

R2 , this in turn implies that for

x P H , either mpxq  0 or Pt px, H q  0. Yet from The-

¡ 0 so that
pt px, x1 q ¡ 0 for all x P R2 . Because pt px, x1 q is continuous, we know Pt px, H q ¡ 0
for every x P H . This implies that mpxq  0 for almost every x P H . Since mpxq
is continuous, this forces mpxq  0 for all x P H . This completes the proof of

orem B.1, we know that given any

x1

P

H , there exists a time t

Theorem B.2.
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